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Abstract:

Transit-oriented development (TOD) in Massachusetts' Gateway Cities offers a chance for the
Commonwealth to channel projected population growth into strategic locations-a multi-
pronged solution that helps meet climate goals and chart a more sustainable future. At the same
time, indicators of equity reveal that residents of today's Gateway City station areas are already
facing an affordable housing and opportunity crisis. Many are burdened by rents high enough to
prevent asset building, but too low to encourage development for the cities outside the high-
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residents and could even exacerbate inequalities. Using interviews, data analysis and a survey of
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

The Case for an Equitable Transit Oriented Development Strategy

Legend

* Thesis Study City Stations
* Gateway City Downtown Commuter Rail Stations

M Gateway Cities

Figure 1: Map of Thesis Study Cities, Gateway Cities and Massachusetts Commuter Rail System

Transit-oriented development TOD in Massachusetts' Gateway Cities offers a chance for the
Commonwealth to channel projected population growth into strategic locations-a multi-pronged
solution that helps meet our climate goals and chart a more sustainable future. For both the
municipalities at large and the distinct communities within them, a future with transformative transit
oriented development is one that has the potential to cultivate new resources-tax revenues to fund
schools and services, quality jobs and builders interested in rehabilitating neighborhood housing and
commercial spaces. MassINC's previous report The Promise and Potential of Transformative Transit
Oriented Development detailed actions the Commonwealth and municipalities must take to catalyze
transit oriented districts around their commuter rail stations-designating TOD districts, improving
pedestrian and bike access, aligning transit fares and service to increase ridership.' Using interviews,
data analysis and a survey of municipal planning documents from four of the thirteen Gateway
Cities with commuter rail access (Figure 1: Fitchburg Lawrence, Salem and Lynn), this reports
offers a suggested framework for ensuring transit oriented development is equitable.
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

In researching and proposing policies and plans to further equity this thesis was grounded with the

following definition of equitable neighborhood change:

As we aim to create safe, healthy, economically and culturally thriving neighborhoods;
we ensure that those at the margins of wealth and those excluded from existing power

structures have increased resources, improved public services, new economic
opportunities and increased control of local assets to help shape the destiny of their

families and communities. 2

The transition of Gateway City station areas and their surrounding neighborhoods to become

neighborhoods of choice could entail a shift in housing demand, a possible influx of residents with

more disposable income as well as an increase of good jobs into activated downtowns. Shifts to

higher market rents could close the gap these cities face today in terms of catalyzing new
development. Today creating new multifamily housing in the Gateway Cities requires subsidies to fill
the gap for both affordable and market rate housing. New residential and commercial development
could mean higher tax assessments, a relief for Gateway City municipal governments that today are

stretched thin. These revenues could allow mayors to provide the level of inspectional services,
planning, park and school investment they'd like to-and set up their communities and residents for

success.

Why equity as intentional outcome for TOD

Holding this possible future in one hand, we must remember that today over a million people live in

Massachusetts' Gateway Cities with rail access and nearly 90,000 live within a half mile of an existing

or planned commuter rail stop. 3 ' Both in these cities and in station areas (as defined as living within

a half mile from a station), residents are more likely to be renters, foreign born, low income or

people of color. While the 2013-17 median household income for Massachusetts was $74,169, the

median income for Gateway City municipalities was $51,412 and in station areas was $37,778 (See

Figure 2: Median Income in Station Area, Station Adjacent Area, Municipality and Massachusetts).

Similarly, the average poverty rate in Gateway Cities with commuter rail is 18.8% compared to a

statewide rate of 11.1%. In a state where renters only make up 38% of households overall, Gateway
City station areas are 76% renters and the Gateway Cities themselves are 54% renters. (See Section

Gateway City Equity Indicators for more detail on these statistics)

' To see the sources for the data described see the section of thesis titled Gateway City Equity Indicators). For the

purposes of this paper, the term "Gateway City" will be used to mean the 13 cities identified in MassNC's original

The Promise and Potential of Transformative Transit Oriented Development report (TTOD Report), which does not

include all 26 "Gateway Cities" identified by the legislature. In this paper Gateway City Station Areas refer to the

neighborhoods within a half mile of stations, Station Adjacent Areas refer to the neighborhoods within a mile but

further than a half mile from the station areas.
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

Median Income Station Area vs. State

80,000 74,167

70,000

60,000 51,412

50,000 37,778 40,419
40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0
Half Mile Mile Municipality State

U Gateway Cities Massachusetts

Figure 2: Median Income in Station Area, Station Adjacent Area, Municipality and Massachusetts

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:

Table B19013 Median Household Income.

The majority of this renter population lives in market rate housing rather than subsidized housing, in
fact, less than 1 in 4 renters in the study cities lives in subsidized housing. The majority of the renter
population is cost burdened. In all of the study cities, more renters are cost burdened than not-and
nearly a quarter spend more than 50% of their income on housing. This makes asset building
difficult, if not impossible, and means many families are one paycheck away from financial disaster.
This level of housing instability is reflected in the Gateway Cities' higher eviction rates than the rest
of the Commonwealth-almost 1 in 10 renters in Fitchburg and Lawrence's station area census tract
were served an eviction notice in 2016-vs. 1 in 100 for the Commonwealth. This is also reflected
in the high school churn rates in Gateway City School Districts, and the number of doubled up and
homeless students-1,965 in the study cities in 2017-8. These housing disparities also play out by
race and ethnicity. Across all of the study cities, people of color make up a higher percentage of the
renter population than the owner population-sometimes by 30 point margins. In Lynn, people of
color made up 66% of the renter population, but only 34% of the homeowner population. In
Fitchburg people of color made up 39% of renters but only 16% of owners, while in Salem people

of color made up 32% of renters but only 11% of owners.

This housing instability is directly related to poverty and a lack of access to education and good
paying jobs. Higher unemployment rates in Lawrence and Fitchburg (5.7%, 5.8% respectively)
reflect a lack of access to jobs in the communities further from Boston. Even in communities, like

Lynn, with a relatively low unemployment rate (3.6%), there are higher number of residents with
less than a high school diploma, high school diploma and limited college education (Fed data).
Census data reveals that unemployment rates vary by race, and are higher for Black and Hispanic
households across communities-and that unemployment is higher in the Gateway Cities than in
the Commonwealth at large. Workers with less advanced levels of education may need specialized or
re-training to take on jobs in growing sectors. This is especially so, if the workforce has limited
English speaking abilities, which is the case in Lawrence and Lynn's station areas where
approximately 20% of the population has Limited English speaking abilities.
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

Though small businesses can be both a job entry point for workers with diverse education and
experience levels and a source of wealth for business owners, disparities in ownership limit the
extent to which small businesses provide access to opportunity. Despite the fact that Gateway City
populations are 54% minority, minority owned businesses are only 30% of the firms in the Gateway
Cities and earn 8% of total sales receipts.5 Women and minority owned businesses offer an
organizational culture that attracts and retains a diverse workforce, and often immigrant and
minority owned retail spaces are sites of cultural representation where communities can be seen and
gather.

These statistics speak to a gulf between rich and poor, owners and renters across the state of
Massachusetts and within the Gateway Cities-statistics of inequity which are not natural or
inevitable, that are the result of systemic forces. Many of the Gateway City station areas with
potential for transformative transit oriented development are today neighborhoods of low
opportunity-or are adjacent to neighborhoods of low opportunity-and have been neighborhoods
of low opportunity for decades. In Fitchburg, Lawrence and Lynn the average child who grew up in
the station area in the late 1970's lived in a family (or household) that earned $20,000 less than the

6family for the average child in the broader Boston metropolitan area.

These realities must inform any potential transit-oriented development strategy. Today's Gateway
City residents are already facing what could rightfully be called an affordable housing and
opportunity crisis. Many are burdened by rents high enough to prevent asset building, but too low to
encourage development for the cities outside the high-priced Boston market. Bringing transit
oriented development into these communities' risks exacerbating low income households' tenuous
financial and housing situation, unless their situations are addressed explicitly. Though equitable
outcomes are related to a broad range of sectors, including education, health, and criminal justice,
for this report we explored the sectors most closely aligned with the possibilities of transit oriented
development: housing policy, business development and workforce development. For each,
equitable policymaking will look slightly different, which is why we framed the following working
definitions:

• Housing Equity: Residents are able to live in stable, affordable, quality housing, in
neighborhoods they choose to live in, with access to adequate infrastructure and public
services, as well as transit, jobs and amenities.

• Business Equity: Local businesses are able to take advantage of economic growth and
barriers to entry for low income, immigrant and minority entrepreneurs are addressed and
dismantled. Existing businesses that reflect local culture and community are embraced and
valued, even as market conditions change.
Workforce Development Equity: Local residents have equitable access to job
opportunities at existing and growing businesses, and that barriers to job access are identified
and addressed to ensure economic growth generates employment for existing residents.

As the Commonwealth considers a future where frequent transit could make neighborhoods more
accessible and desirable for new residents, transit-oriented development must make every effort, to
reduce disparities across race, ethnicity, language status and class-and especially not to exacerbate
them. While the potential benefits to Gateway Cities and to the Commonwealth at large are
enormous, these benefits will not automatically accrue to today's Gateway City residents. Examining
the deternminants of equity related to housing, business and workforce reveals the disparities that
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

must be addressed in Gateway City transit oriented development planning in order to achieve
equitable growth.'

Quality, stable, affordable housing-Across Geographies, Low Income Renters at Risk

For Gateway City residents who live in permanently affordable housing, there is little risk of
displacement as housing markets in station areas and adjacent neighborhoods shift. Current renters
who don't own their homes may be replaced by more affluent renters, while low-income households
may be prevented from moving into the neighborhood by the high housing costs. For low income
renters living in market rate housing, even subtle shifts in the housing market may be harmful,
increasing housing cost burdens or causing eventual displacement. As described above the number
of these residents is not trivial-approximately four low income households live in market rate
housing for every household that lives in a permanently affordable Subsidized Housing Inventory
40B unit. For low income Gateway city homeowners, increased property tax assessments can
increase the risk of delinquency and foreclosure, though homeowners may benefit from higher
property values if they decide to sell their homes.

Local ownership of assets and fairaccess forallto business development and business retention

For local businesses, TOD has the potential to create 18 hour districts in Gateway City
downtowns-where workers for newly located companies support local businesses during the
workday and residents frequent businesses in the evenings. At the same time the current lending and
development environment does not make it easy for developers or landlords to rent storefront space
to today's Gateway City businesspeople-especially lower income entrepreneurs-because these
businesses may have slimmer credit histories and banks believe they are riskier tenant. Small
business owners may lack access to information, and sometimes struggle with gaining permits from
local governments or leasing suitable space. Local businesses may not have ample access to
customers or marketing channels to change this, as well as peer networks to develop knowledge and
management expertise."

Safe, living-wage employment & access tojob training

New developments will not necessarily promote the cities' downtown corridors, local culture or
local businesses-or find ways to help local businesses overcome these hurdles. Just as Gateway City
TOD has the potential to bring new businesses to Gateway City downtowns, it has the potential to
create career opportunities for existing Gateway City residents. This may come in the form of new
employers in downtowns, or better connections to industrial/office parks a few stops away. In either
case, this will only be possible if there is an alignment of training and education with employer job
openings, and a focus on attracting employers who are interested in developing career pathways for
limited English workers and workers without a Bachelor's degree.

Research Approach

Addressing each of these issues will require a deeper understanding of today's existing inequities
between the Gateway Cities and the rest of the Commonwealth, as well as inequities within the
Gateway Cities. It will also require intentional actions to avoid reproducing today's inequities. This
thesis analyzes the policy levers and planning processes around housing, business development and
workforce development being used in four of the Gateway Cities today, in an effort to identify the
most innovative and impactful strategies being undertaken to further equity today. This research
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

involved the review of plans, studies and data and conducting interviews in four of the thirteen
Gateway City communities with commuter rail access: Fitchburg, Lawrence, Lynn and Salem. This

process, while focusing on a small sample of cities, revealed models of successful planning with an

equity approach, and policies and programs designed to address barriers for minority entrepreneurs,
workers with limited English abilities and to further equity more broadly. This study revealed that

uniting an equity and economic development approach is possible. It also revealed that when leaders

focus narrowly on citywide or municipal fiscal health in terms of planning or development, they

didn't consider how planning or policymaking might have ripple effects for particular segments of
their population.

As it stands today, many crucial tools for equitable transit oriented development are in the control of
municipal leadership. It is up to city leaders to reflect on whether their staff and boards are truly

representative of the community at large-whether linguistically, by place of birth, gender and race.
City leaders have the ability to hire additional planners on staff and to conduct both neighborhood
and comprehensive planning. Though limited by their municipal tax receipts, cities can access
multiple sources of funding for specialized planning from the state and regional planning agencies.

This funding often comes with flexibility about structure, purpose and community engagement
strategies for planning. Planning processes can be used to meld discrete visions for the city into one
united vision, identify areas for affordable housing, growth and industry. After planning and
changing land uses, cities will continue to interact with developers in permitting, and can connect
developers with potential tenants, neighborhood marketing guides and more. Citywide planning
opens up the possibility for neighborhood / station area plans to fit into a larger strategy for the city.
Crucially, the planning process can also begin to establish relationships, trust and shared vocabulary
across sectors and constituencies-building a base for support that is crucially needed when land use

changes often require a two thirds majority today.

Though cities are largely responsible for setting the vision and conducting planning, equitable transit
oriented development will require state funding to fill funding gaps, as well as energy and creativity
from local business organizations, institutions and workforce systems to embrace frameworks of
inclusive growth. The effectiveness of these outside actors in catalyzing equitable transit oriented
development depends on the city's prioritization of equity at the beginning of citywide, and station
area planning. Equity-focused planning requires standards for demographic analysis, outreach and
outcomes tracking over time.

This thesis also revealed the need to expand city officials, and even community members'
conceptions of "equitable" transit oriented development. Equitable TOD can go beyond the
inclusion of affordable housing or commercial space in new developments. In Gateway Cities,
station area plans must account for and respond to their adjacent communities and
neighborhoods-embracing culture, language and the human potential of Gateway city residents.

Gentrification and Displacement: Terminology & Disagreement

When proposals for Transformative Transit Oriented Development include visions for
neighborhood change and reinvestment, these investments will rightfully raise concerns that these
changes will bring about gentrification or displacement-two charged, but often inconsistently

defined terms in both research and public conversation. Academic researchers have described
gentrification as a pattern of neighborhood change in which a previously low-income neighborhood
experiences reinvestment and revitalization, accompanied by increasing home values and/or rents as

well as demographic change. Researchers have asserted that gentrification does not necessarily
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

include displacement-where current residents are involuntarily forced to move out because they
cannot afford to stay in the gentrified neighborhood.' "

Studies on gentrifications have produced inconsistent findings on whether gentrification leads to

displacement. Oftentimes this research differs greatly from how gentrification is understood by the
public-where advocating for gentrification may been seen as advocating for displacement, and
where gentrification may be associated with cultural erasure.1 2

Discussions about gentrification and displacement also often obscure broader housing affordability

issues. Most high poverty neighborhoods remain poor today, and the number of neighborhoods
with concentrated poverty has increased and the number people living in concentrated poverty has
also increased nationwide since the 1970s. Rightfully so, researcher Alan Mallach has pointed out
that the affordable housing problems that the majority of low income households face are related to

poverty and the fundamental imbalance in the low-income housing market." This observation
appears to be true in many of the Gateway Cities.
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Chapter I: Why Equity Must be a Concern in Gateway City TOD

Gateway City Equity Indicators

The following tables include data points to serve as initial "equity indicators" and reveal disparities

across place (neighborhoods vs. the state or city) and across demographic groups. Equity indicators
can help inform stakeholders, policymakers and the public better understand the state of equity
today. For this paper, these indicators help inform our understanding of who lives and works in out
Gateway City commuter rail station areas, adjacent neighborhoods and municipalities. It's crucial to
understand today's current disparities in order for the Commonwealth to craft oriented development
policies that remedy today's inequities.

Poverty, Income, Race & Immigration Status

Table 1: Population
Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn TTOD Stations

Half Mile 4,463 9,005 4,655 7,850 87,160

Mile 15,083 17,834 18,469 34,075 237,259

Municipality 40,666 79,497 43,146 93,069 1,150,337

Source: Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates: Table
B01003 Population.

Table 2: Poverty Rate

Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn TTOD Stations Massachusetts

Poverty Rate 17.9 24.2 15.3 18.2 18.8 11.1
# of Neighborhoods

with Concentrated 1 2 0 0 59 69
Poverty

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table S1701 Poverty Status in the Last 12 Months.

Table 3: Median Income

Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem TTOD Stations Massachusetts

Half Mile 19,219 42,563 18,504 76,429 37,778

Mile 50,507 37,650 56,688 40,144 40,419 74,167

Municipality 51,412 39,627 65,528 53,513 51,412

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table B19013 Median Household Income.

Table 4: Minority Population

Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem TTOD Stations Massachusetts

Half Mile 37% 85% 66% 12% 53%

Mile 43% 79% 77% 32% 58% 27%

Municipality 35% 84% 61% 26% 45%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table B03002 Hispanic or Latino Origin by Race.
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Table 5: Foreign Born Population

Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem TTOD Stations Massachusett
5

Percent of population 11% 39% 35% 14% 21% 16.2%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table B05002 Place of Birth by Nativity and Citizenship Status.

Housing

Table 6: Renter Occupied Housing Units: Percent Renter Occupied
Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem TTOD Stations Massachusetts

Half Mile 71% 87% 85% 59% 76%

Mile 56% 76% 71% 57% 69% 38%

Municipality 47% 72% 56% 49% 54%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table B25003 Tenure.

Table 7: Tenure & Race
Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

White, Non-Hispanic 61% 16% 68% 34%
Renters

Nonwhite, Hispanic 39% 84% 32% 66%
Renters

White Homeowners 84% 39% 89% 66%

Nonwhite 16% 61% 11% 34%
Homeowners

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table B25003H Tenure (White Alone Not Hispanic or Latino

Business Development

Table 8: Minority Owned Firms and Sales
Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem TTOD Cities Massachusetts

Percent of
Firms, Minority 14% 71% 39% 13% 30%

Owned
Percent of Sales,

Receipts, 9% 17% 17% 3% 8%
Shipments

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; 2012 Survey of Business Owners: Table SB1200CSA01.

Workforce Development- Employment, Educational Attainment, Language

Table 9: Unemployment Rate

Location Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn Massachusetts

13
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Unemployment Rate 5.7% 5.8% 3.0%

Source: Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development (EOLWD).

Table 10: Unemployment Rate by Race

3.6% 3.2%

Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn TTOD Cities Massachusetts

Black 10.1 12.4 21.7 7.4 11.1 10.4

Asian 2.4 4.4 2.8 1.8 6.9 5.6

Some other 8.9 11.1 10.1 5 10.6 9.9

Two or More 10.8 14.9 4.7 15.3 11.1 8.1

Hispanic 14 11.1 6.8 6.1 11.3 9.5

White Non- 8.6 9.7 3.9 5.6 6.8 5.1
Hispanic

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. A17006A Unemployment Rate for the Population 16 Years and Over,2013-7. Prepared
by Social Explorer.

Table 11: Educational Attainment for Population over 25

Level of Education Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn TTOD Cities Massachusetts

Some high school or less 18% 32% 9% 21% 20% 10%

High School Diploma or
Euhlivoae 35% 32% 25% 32% 32% 25%
Equivalent

Some college 26% 24% 25% 27% 26% 23%

Bachelor's Degree or Higher 21% 11% 41% 20% 22% 42%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table B15003: Educational Attainment for the Population 25 Years and Older.

Table 12: Limited English Speaking Households

Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem ttOD Massachusetts
Stations Mascuet

Half Mile 9% 30% 33% 2% 6%

Mile 6% 26% 18% 7% 5% 6%

Municipality 5% 27% 15% 6% 5%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
Table C16002 Household Language by Household Limited English Speaking Ability Status.
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Chapter II: The Status of Planning & Equity Planning in Gateway
Cities
To better understand Gateway City capacities for planning, the author reviewed the study cities' land
use plans, as well as other plans and strategic documents. We identified city and stakeholder
priorities for growth in their communities-evaluated which plans included a focus on equity. Plans
that addressed equity:

1. Included an analysis that included the residence and employment location of vulnerable
populations within the plan study area; vulnerable populations being defined as low income
people, people of color, limited English households and immigrant households

2. Explicitly focused on community engagement/citizen participation, especially among
traditionally underrepresented populations

3. Identified and selected goals based on how they will affect/serve people and places using
demographic information about low income people, people of color, limited English
households and immigrant households

Unlike in many other states, like neighboring Rhode Island, Massachusetts lacks an obligation for
cities or towns to implement Comprehensive Plans ("master plans"). In other states, comprehensive
plans serve as a city-wide basis for decision making regarding the long-term physical development of
the municipality-and oftentimes changes in zoning must be consistent with such plans. Obligations
in Massachusetts to do master plans became obsolete with the passage of proposition 2 1/2, because
Chapter 41 (the law requiring these plans) had an unfunded mandate." As a result, Comprehensive
Plans are done inconsistently--only Fitchburg had a current Comprehensive Plan out of the four
cities studied. This means that regulations related to municipalities' long term physical development

(zoning regulations) can be changed without a larger vision or study about the future of the city. The
lack of comprehensive plans is understandable in many of the Gateway Cities because of the related
expense, the Montachusett Regional Planning Commission estimated that a comprehensive plan
might cost $125,000 to produce-a large sum for Gateway Cities that often have a small or no
planning department.1 5

Without a comprehensive plan, initiatives for land use changes affecting the long term physical
development of the city may emerge from different actors, depending on the city's leadership
structure, community organizations and business climate. The plans and land use changes that drive
development have thus come from different actors within the municipalities studied-often the
planning department, but in other circumstances the economic development organization, local
community development organizations, or business services organizations.

Though Massachusetts municipalities have no obligation to do comprehensive planning, some other
forms of planning are required, often related to federal or state funding programs. Of the plans that
cities and regions are required to do, some include equity analyses or equitable community
engagement elements (HUD Consolidated Plans, Urban Renewal Plans, Open Space & Recreation
Plans) while others include no obligation to use an equity lens (Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy or Regional Workforce Skills Blueprint)." Even plans with "required" equity
components can be implemented with more or less gusto, and while plans without equity

requirements can be tailored to focus on equity (see Appendix Table 20: Massachusetts Planning for

more information).
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Required consolidated plans for HUD must include an analysis of housing needs, as well as a
prioritization of needs in the plan to allocate HUD funds. The analysis of housing needs, considers
the needs of individuals and households based on income as well as disabled residents and victims of
domestic violence. Despite the fact that HUD Consolidated Plans include a requirement for citizen
participation, this is often limited-including provider meetings, web page posts and randomized
mailers. These plans must identify populations with disproportionate housing needs, and ultimately
have to selectively prioritize use of HUD funds based on the analysis. These funds have become
increasingly limited-HUD funds have dwindled since the 1980's-Gateway Cities alone have lost
more than $100 million annually in federal CDBG grants for neighborhood improvement since
1980.17

A Housing Production Plan details a plan to meet municipal obligations to produce 10% Subsidized
Housing under Chapter 40B 10% threshold. Housing Production Plans also often don't apply to the
Gateway Cities since many exceed the 10% threshold. Based on the 2017 Subsidized Housing
Inventory only Fitchburg was below their 40B threshold)."

All four cities have active urban renewal plans, designed to assist communities to revitalize decadent,
substandard or blighted open areas and to encourage sound growth. Several components in the
Urban Renewal plans incorporate equity, including a requirement for citizen participation, as well as
identification and planning for dislocated businesses, as well as explicit detailing of the public
benefits from the proposed urban renewal.19

In order to be eligible for open space grant funding from the state, municipalities are required to
submit Open Space & Recreation Plans. Since 2002, these plans have had to happen in accordance
with Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs' Environmental Justice Policy. The
policy is intended to ensure equitable protection under environmental laws and equal access to
environmental benefits. This policy also recognizes that residents in predominantly low-income and
minority communities often lack open space and recreational resources and often live next to large
and small sources of pollution and old abandoned, contaminated sites.2 1 The policy requires
multiple activities to further equity, if there are environmental justice (EJ) communities livingin the
municipality: enhanced outreach and public participation processes for EJ populations, demographic
analysis and mapping of EJ communities as well as requiring the prioritization of open space and
recreating opportunities where EJ populations live.

In addition to plans that drive development, Massachusetts municipalities engage in planning
beyond and zoning or physical development focused on business and workforce development.
Regions must produce Comprehensive Economic Development Strategies to receive funding from
the US Economic Development Administration. Related to federal workforce development plans
required of MassHire (Workforce Investment) Board, regional planning teams have had to produce
Regional Labor Market Blueprints. Beyond this, some cities (Fitchburg and Lynn) have created
economic development strategies for their individual municipality.

Other unrequired plans can vary in their attention to equity-place based plans like Station Area
Plans or Small Area/Neighborhood Plans don't always have the same structure or goals-which
becomes apparent when considering the neighborhood plans produced in study cities alongside each
other.
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Planning in Study Cities

Fitchburg
Fitchburg is the only community with a currently active Comprehensive Plan, Fitchburg Vision
2020.23 The city recently used state funds to develop an economic development strategy, which the
planning staff see as a placeholder for new Comprehensive Plan. While the Strategic Economic
Development Plan does not specifically outline equity, the plan does include goals to further equity:
aiming to create family-friendly amenities, increase educational attainment and skills of Fitchburg
residents of all ages and explore the creation of a Main Street organization to support local
businesses in the city's lowest income neighborhood. Several of these include identifying and
assessing barriers for low income students. The Strategic Economic Development Plan also noted
that limited minority representation in leadership and in business was a weakness for the city.2

Both ReImagine North of Maine and the Transformative Development Initiative have focused
revitalizing downtown Fitchburg, but with an equity focus where identifying and engaging
underrepresented community members is an explicit goal. The efforts around Relmagine North of
Main also originated in the Montachusett Opportunity Council's pilot focused on reducing
disparities in outcomes in education with a family focused approach in Fitchburg's public schools.
Originally the efforts focused on young children's education, integrated service delivery and
community engagement. 26 That work evolved into today's Relmagine North of Main's initiative,
which has three goals: neighborhood development, economic development and community

engagement each of which include elements to increase equity in the city's (See Table 13: Remagine
North of Main Focus Areas). Some of the most striking goals include increasing awareness of
tenants' rights, as well as goals around supporting businesses that reflect resident needs and
empowering resident leadership.

Table 13: Relmagine North of Main Focus Areas
Neighborhood Development Economic Development Community Engagement

Improve thequalityof•the Improve the coordination

housingstock of existing economic • Develop systems that

• Promote awareness of development groups empower residents to
• Assess and address address their needs in the

responsibilities barriers to business neighborhood

Aligncitydepartmental development in the • Build the capacity of

goals to supportaholistic neighborhood resident leaders in the
gss ho listcg Increase the availability of neighborhood
housingstrategy capital for business • Strengthen social

• Increase rates ofdeeomn
homeownership in the development connections among

• Support and nurture local residents
business that reflects

resident needs

Source: Relmagine North of Main Website

Lawrence
In Lawrence, most planning efforts undertaken by the city have happened in collaboration

with strong community based organizations since the early 2000s, beginning with the Reviviendo
Gateway Initiative. 27 This project brought together city and business leaders focused on

brownfields cleanup with local residents-to craft a community vision and an action oriented plan.

Surprising to all who were involved was the fact that in community visioning, community members,
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business leaders and city officials had similar goals and desires. The report included a vision
statement, alongside a zoning and real estate analysis, artistic renderings and goals for the future.
These goals centered around bricks and mortar projects, public infrastructure, marketing and
promotion, but also included a focus on family and community asset building. The latter aspect of
the plan was unique and responded to the demographics and desires of Lawrencians. To quote
Andre Leroux: "With this last piece, we placed investment in people on the same level as investing
in the physical fabric of the city."2 This plan included a 10% affordable housing requirement even at
a time when the city was concerned about attracting investment to the city.

The Lawrence Reviviendo Gateway Overlay planning was the first of several iterations of
collaborative planning that brought together diverse stakeholders. Lawrence's urban renewal plan
built off of the work of Lawrence Reviviendo Gateway Initiative, and began with a focus on
defining those industries within the City and region that have the most impact in terms of projected
job creation and growth: Food Manufacturing and Production, Specialty Manufacturing, Healthcare,
Education, and Arts and Culture. Even the plan's name "Lawrence TBD" signals the plan's
grounding as community owned and driven- "deliberately ambiguous to allow the people of
Lawrence to determine what their own future can and should be." 2 9 The Lawrence urban renewal
plan included an extensive public process: a Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) of 25 members,
formal workshops, open houses, and outreach to community groups and nonprofit organizations to
get to a vision statement. Lawrence TBD set the stage for ongoing collaborative efforts in
Lawrence-many of the same people sit on Lawrence Partnership's board---an organization that
emerged in 2014 to bring together a cross sectoral group of city leaders, to promote economic
development in the city. Though modelled on the Lowell Plan and the Salem Partnership, Lawrence
Partnership has a unique focus on equity, through an inclusive economic development framework
used to guide decision-making at the board level. The City also has empowered local community
organizations to conduct planning and retained wealth within the community by awarding Open
Space Planning contracts to Groundwork Lawrence."'

Salem
With the largest planning staff of any of the Gateway Cities studied, Salem has a robust history of
planning. The city had a comprehensive plan in place from 1996 to 2006 and has done a wide range
of small area planning, as well as topical citywide plans." These citywide plans have focused on the
arts, climate change and other issues. Salem recently completed a citywide visioning process, called
Imagine Salem. Similar to downtown planning in Lawrence, this plan clarified that a variety of city
residents had the same values. Imagine Salem cited equity as a central value in the city's vision:

Equity is a necessary component of any approach to planning. Salem should embrace
equity of opportunity and basic social needs, such as housing or access to

transportation. Without equity, diversity and inclusivity are fleeting. Equity moves
beyond a simple equality of opportunity, but takes steps to be affirmatively fair and to

rectify historic injustices and remove systemic barriers.

The Imagine Salem process was meant to clarify shared values and but stops short of detailing how
this common vision might lead to actions in a comprehensive master plan. Instead, ImagineSalem is
supposed to be baseline for agreement and to illustrate common desires within the city-a launching
point for more specific planning. For example, out of that planning process, the City has accessed
MassHousing funds to do a study of mixed use zoning, public engagement on housing and
inclusionary zoning." Progress in terms of land use changes has been limited." Although city
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councilors have given lip service to the affordable housing crisis, changes proposed by Salem's
planning department to address the crisis have failed to meet today's required 2/3 majority threshold
for zoning changes. Most recently, efforts to enable religious and municipal buildings' reuse as
multifamily residential housing, including a set aside for affordable housing, failed to pass the city
council, illuminating the limits on furthering equity via land use for even committed city leadership.35

In addition to this citywide visioning, other actors in Salem have taken on place based planning. In
2013 in the Point/el Punto neighborhood, Salem's, the City of Salem and community partners
produced "The Point Neighborhood Vision and Action Plan" that included a vision, goals and
action items for planning in the city's densest, most diverse neighborhood. This plan included
robust community engagement: an advisory committee,9 focus groups, a community planning game
and a visioning workshop. This resulted in a plan with 6 elements: Safety & Security, Neighborhood
Pride & Civic Engagement, Jobs Training & Education, Environment, Housing and Economic
Development, and Infrastructure. The plan included broader and more cross cutting goals related to
growing leaders within the community and increase voting. It also recommended a language access
policy and Salem Diversity Task Force. It also included a goal to promote the assets of the Point to
visitors, including the idea that the 'red line'guiding tourists to19 century attractions should extend
to Salem's most diverse neighborhood-using wayfinding and placemaking to highlight the value of
today's diversity.

An additional planning actor in Salem has been Salem's business partnership, Salem Partnership.
This organization has focused on macroeconomic development, most recently around courts, ports
and transportation. Most relevant for transit oriented development, Salem Partnership's larger scale
economic development focus has led the organization to collaborate with Salem State and
Northshore Medical Center, in planning for a commuter rail stop in South Salem. After Salem
Partnership contracted with engineering firm AECOM to produce a rail station feasibility study,
MAPC followed up in 2017 with a study of market potential at the proposed station. Because of
MAPC's mission focus on equity as organization, the South Salem plan included equity
considerations that don't always appear in small area planning-including discussion of steps to
further jobs equity, affordable housing and manage neighborhood change." Most notable are
recommendations to use purchase/land bank land before rezoning, adopt an inclusionary zoning
policy, leverage developer agreements and community benefits agreements, adopt just cause eviction
controls, as well as to monitor the impact of neighborhood change on vulnerable populations, and
generate revenue by allowing developers to provide a payment in lieu of parking." The plan also
included recommendations to consider a local hiring policy and encourage small businesses, though
didn't discuss how these might benefit under or unemployed populations or what steps are needed
to support underrepresented groups of business owners in detail.

Lynn

Much of the planning in the City of Lynn has been focused on unlocking real estate development,
and capitalizing on the city's proximity to Boston's high priced real estate market to draw investment
to Lynn. Similar to the other Gateway Cities, Lynn does not have a citywide comprehensive plan.
Unique among the study cities, Lynn hasn't had a city planner on staff since 1991-so planning in
the city has emerged from the "three headed dragon" of LHAND, EDIC and City Hall since then."
Thus far, zoning changes and city investments have occurred based on plans focused on districts
and specific neighborhoods, most notably a Waterfront Master Plan aligned with a Municipal
Harbor Plan, as well as neighborhood plans for the Washington Street and Market Street
Neighborhoods." These particular plans tend to focus on master planning, zoning changes and

streetscape interventions, but a review of the plans found few assessments of neighborhood
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demographics alongside plan considerations, that might reveal how catalyzing "investment" might
impact neighborhood change. These plans did include several community workshops, but there is
little documentation about attendance or representation at these meetings. In addition to these plans,
the City also contracted with outside planners (RKG Consulting) to produce both a Housing Study
in 2016 and Economic Development Study in 2015, which were described as guiding documents for
city decision making. 1

The Lynn Economic Development Strategy explicitly recommended that the City of Lynn allow
affordable housing to expire in the downtown, blaming affordable housing for the lack of consumer
spending downtown-despite the fact market rate buildout could occur on vacant lots. The study
included an implicit recommendation that the City of Lynn's only obligation to providing affordable
housing was to meet the 10% affordable threshold required by Chapter 40B. This study also
originated an often-quoted statistic and point of debate in the city of Lynn: that the city's housing
stock is 12.5% subsidized, but 20% subsidized if Section 8 vouchers are included in the
calculations-and implied that the mere existence of this volume of low income people downtown
is an economic development problem.4 2 It is worth quoting the Economic Development Study's
logic, because of how often both city officials and community organizers highlighted this study's
impact on conversations about equity, inclusion and economic development in the city:

"A hybrid strategy of allowing certain projects that the City would have some control
over such as Harbor Loft to expire should be considered as a means to balance low-

income housing needs, while encouraging new development with perhaps a10 percent
threshold or a similar alternative should be considered as a method to balance the City's

concentration of affordable units with more market rate housing in order to stimulate
increased economic activity in key areas such as the Downtown."

Though LHAND contracted with RKG for a 2016 Housing Study that followed the 2015 Economic
Development Study, fewer interviewees cited the Housing Study when asked about planning agenda
in the city. The Housing Study, in contrast to the Economic Development Study, recommended that
the city "preserve affordability to families at all income levels." 44 The lack of a planner to synthesize
the recommendations in the economic development and housing study into one coherent strategy
aligned with a community vision has severely hampered the city's ability to address equity. The use
of outside planners who could issue contradictory reports in consecutive years illustrates the risk of
utilizing an outside planner-with no accountability or obligation to develop a coherent cross
sectoral strategy.

The City of Lynn has been laser focused on implementing the zoning, permitting and infrastructural
changes recommended from the plans described earlier. As of February 2019, the city had a
$230,000,000 pipeline of new development. 4 5 The city sees these projects as crucial to getting the
city's budget into better health, and permitting fees alone are substantial. For example, the Monroe
Street project generated $800,000 in permitting fees alone. At the same time, community organizers
at Neighbor to Neighbor have documented increased rents after the groundbreaking of "catalytic
projects", which have forced community members to move, while some stand-alone advocates have
declared city investments to be "gentrification bombs."4 Thissituationisexacerbatedbythefact
that there is no larger community driven vision for Lynn, partially because of the absence of a city
planner, but also because there are no local, non-governmental community development
corporations operating in the city.
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In the other study cities, these organizations have been crucial in developing neighborhood plans in
collaboration with the city in low-income, communities of color. In Lynn, the Lynn Housing
Authority and Neighborhood Development has led neighborhood planning while other
organizations-the New Lynn Coalition, Neighbor to Neighbor have conducted studies and plans
separately, that have not necessarily been accepted by the City.4 7 LHAND has made decisions on
where to conduct neighborhood planning based on "investment potential." 48 As LHAND has
worked on implementing neighborhood plans on Washington Street and Market Street, they have
also focused home rehabs and grants adjacent efforts at neighborhood cleanup and rehab funds.
While recognizing the importance of LHAND's outreach in neighborhoods, their neighborhood
efforts are more physically focused. There is less thinking of how to implement the proposed
"people based investments" like those happening in The Point, North of Main or the Reviviendo
Gateway District. Several community organizers described their perception of city attitudes as being
investment focused, to the detriment of existing businesses and residents, including Jonathan
Feinberg:

"The way that the city talks about this one part of downtown, which used to betalked
about as the place to go if you were looking for anything illegal, you didn't walk on that
street, that kind of thing. Over the last 15 years or so, a huge wave of Spanish speaking
folks from Central America and Caribbean area have totally renewed this area and [the
City] still talks about it as if nobody lives or works there. That leads me to believe that

they don't really care, this isn't the type of business they want to see." 9

Conditions in Lynn may be shifting today, in terms of planning and willingness to prioritize equity

alongside economic development. Elected in 2018, Mayor McGee has prioritized planning and is
working with MAPC both to study how to hire a city planner for the City of Lynn as well as to
conduct a Housing Production Plan for the city. Executive Director Of EDIC, Jim Cowdell
described a new environment, where the city believes the market has improved enough that the city

has leverage to ask for more from developers looking to do business in the city: "We're looking at
that to start a funding pool. We would never really in the position to do that, but now that
developers have finally found us when I think we're on a much stronger position to start that
process. So that's why I say I spend say, 10 years chasing developers, right? It's such a good feeling
now, they are chasing me."S" It remains to be seen how the City will include and empower the
community organizers who have been working in Lynn, or whether the City will work with
community developers outside of city government in planning for the future, but a changing
economic environment, active community organizers and new city leadership create possibilities for

a shift in planning in Lynn.

Findings from Planning

Several notable themes emerged from conversations and research on planningin the Gateway Cities
to further equity.

Civic leaders are more comfortable speaking about and advocating for policies to address cross municipal
inequities than inequities within their cities
In multiple interviews, when asked about equity, stakeholders spoke about cross-municipal

inequities, rather than how they were addressing the needs of particularly vulnerable populations, a
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conflation of "cross-municipal equity" as equity for residents. This is easy to understand, given that
the Gateway Cities themselves face myriad structural barriers as municipalities.

These municipal inequities have been extensively documented by MassINC research. The Gateway
Cities continue to face many of the barriers documented in the 2007 report ReconnectingMassachusetts
Gateway Cities: large scale sites with permitting and remediation challenges, weak governance, skills-
gaps for their workers and older homes. For many of these communities general local aid has not
rebounded from pre-recession levels and remains nearly 40% less than 2001 levels.5 In addition,
despite being urban centers, the Gateway Cities have to operate under different zoning laws-
having to abide by Article 40a zoning rather than Boston's Article 80. 12 Gateway City schools serve
more and higher need students than the rest of the state, but face a school funding formula that is
25 years old, and antiquated-it doesn't provide adequate resources to get low income students
prepared for knowledge economy jobs. The fiscal constraints faced by many of the Gateway Cities
mean they have focused on catalyzing real estate investment in order better balance their municipal
budgets, to provide better overall city services and invest in their schools-efforts to remedy the
inequities in services, access and education between Gateway Cities and their neighbors. Tom
Skwierawaski detailed this sentiment, in his perspective about equity in Fitchburg:

I think I it might sound a bit like trite but I think the equity agenda is actually getting
housing to be developed in Fitchburg, and I think it's, it's where working people live,

and there is its really equity inherent in the imbalance of, of capital investment
throughout the state.

Despite the reality that Gateway Cities do face cross-municipal inequities, the conflation of cross
municipal equity with intracity equity signals possible future blind spots in Gateway City
policymaking, especially if transformative transit oriented development succeeds. In contrast, true
equity planning focuses on the people and places where needs are greatest and assesses alternatives
according how they serve existing populations. The research for this report, as well as for
MassINC's Building Communities ofPromise and Possibiliy report shows the inequities that exist across
Gateway City neighborhoods today.53 Planning documents showed varied levels of consideration for
these intra-city inequities, as well as for how citywide plans would impact neighborhoods with more
vulnerable residents.

There is an Absence of Comprehensive Planning or a Comprehensive Planning Framework
Throughout the study cities, only Fitchburg had an active comprehensive plan that considered how
land use, housing, economic development, natural/cultural resources, open space, circulation and
services functioned together across the city. Unlike many other states in the United States, in
Massachusetts there is no obligation to complete a comprehensive plan prior to conducting zoning
changes or to create a plan for the city's development that is legally binding and aligned with
economic and population forecasts. The American Planning Association advocates that effective
comprehensive planning the primary means by which cities can promote efficient and sustainable
development, and that local government actions related to zoning and land use, as well as decisions
about providing infrastructure should be consistent with the comprehensive plan. 4 In contrast
Rhode Island passed the Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act in 1988, which
established a system of statewide planning to ensure consistency in municipal land use regulation. In
Rhode Island, cities must prepare and adopt a comprehensive plan not less than every ten years, that
aligns with a statewide plan and requires consideration of a variety of sectors-land use, housing,
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economic development together. The lack of this framework within Massachusetts brings risks-as

Rhode Island describes in their planning guide:

Without a vision for the future, a community can develop without foresight,

without purpose, without consideration of all of the aspects that are

essential to maintaining a high quality of life for residents."

Planning with Underrepresented Communities is Possible & Matters
In Lawrence, the Reviviendo Gateway Initiative proved an example of where "planning can be an
ongoing political process based on good information and local support can shape it to effectively

build coalitions, manage conflicts, and link physical development with social development." 6 One

lesson to be learned from efforts in Lawrence is that low income, communities of color and

immigrant communities are fully capable of engaging in dialogue with city officials, to understand

development challenges and craft solutions alongside business leaders, municipal staff and non-

profit leadership. If included in planning, these communities are willing to support visions that
account for the particularly challenging circumstances in their cities-large scale environmental
remediation, little available capital for mixed use investment and limited funds for affordable
housing. Lawrence's experience demonstrates that working through organizations organizing in,
embedded in and trusted by the community, the city can open up possibilities for low income and
people of color to participate in planning.

In three of the study cities, community development corporations were crucial allies in creating

community driven plans and in bringing community members to the table. These organizations-

New Vue Communities, Lawrence Community Works / Groundwork Lawrence and Northshore

CDC have built proven track records in their respective communities. As a result, when cities the

city have moved forward on planning initiatives, the community development corporations have

been able to conduct broader outreach than the city is able to do. Earlier work related to community

organizing by these organizations often involved small wins in areas like parks and neighborhood

safety that built trust and empowered community members to begin participating in later larger scale

planning.

In Lynn, there is no active community development organization engaged in physical planning or

development outside of the city government-LHAND is the administrative agent for 2 non-
profits-Neighborhood Development Associates and Affordable Housing Associates. Thus far,
neighborhood planning has not worked extensively with the community organizers who do operate

in Lynn, which could increase the likelihood that low-income, limited English and people of color

are at the table in planning the future of Lynn.

Cities can even leverage their local nonprofits to do planning for them-keeping wealth within the
community rather than going to outside consultants and building capacity within city boundaries.

The City of Lawrence has shown this is a possibility by awarding the contract for the city's Open

Space Plan to Groundwork Lawrence.

Place Based Planning in Asset Poor Communities must Include People Based Investments
Lawrence and Fitchburg's people-based strategies stand out among city efforts to promote equity: in

both cities place based planning strategies were combined with programming around economic

security for low income households-strategies can benefit the majority of low income households

who live in unsubsidized housing. These strategies to build assets and increase economic security
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have included school based family self-sufficiency programs, individual development accounts,
lending circles-and are especially important in communities of color, who face severe wealth gaps
in comparison to white households across the Commonwealth." These efforts will be discussed in
greater detail in Chapter III.
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Chapter III: A Review of City Implementation, Policies, Programs
and Project Tools
Through interviews and research in the four study cities, the author identified the most impactful
and innovative policies, programs and project tools in use by municipalities and their local partners
to further equity in the housing, business development and workforce development sectors. This
research also revealed some gaps in programs' and policy's focus on addressing inequities, which are
also included in this Chapter. In considering city activities, we applied a conception of equity
described in Chapter I, combined with more specific conceptions related to each sector:

• Equity: As we aim to create safe, healthy, economically and culturally thriving
neighborhoods; we ensure that those at the margins of wealth and those excluded from
existing power structures have increased resources, improved public services, new economic
opportunities and increased control of local assets to help shape the destiny of their families
and communities.

• Housing Equity: Residents are able to live in stable, affordable, quality housing,in
neighborhoods they choose to livein, with access to adequate infrastructure and public
services, as well as transit, jobs and amenities.

• Business Equity: Local businesses are able to take advantage of economic growth and
barriers for entry for low income and minority entrepreneurs are accounted for and
dismantled. Existing businesses that reflect local culture and community are embraced and
valued, even as market conditions change.
Workforce Development Equity: Local residents have equitable access to job growth at
existing and growing businesses, and that barriers to job access are identified and addressed
to ensure economic growth benefits existing residents.

The most impactful, innovative and TOD relevant programs and policies identified through this research are listed in
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Table 14: Relevant Programs and Policies to Support Equity in Study Cities
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Table 14: Relevant Programs and Policies to Support Equity in Study Cities
Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem

- Standard housing - Standard housing - Standard housing - Standard housing

programs programs programs programs
- 40R Overlay District - 2002 Reviviendo - Northshore CDC - Inclusionary
- Code Enforcement Overlay Mandatory YouthBuild Housing Study

Task Force Affordability - Housing Production - Municipal and
Demolition of - Problem Properties Plan Religious Reuse

o Problem Properties Task Force - Gateway North OverlayDistrict
- Family self- - Asset Building - Northshore CDC

sufficiency Programs: IDA, YouthBuild
programming LendingCircles

- Lawrence Working

Families Initiative
- Increased hiring of - Multi-lingual city - Translated business - Punto Urban Art

Spanish speakers in government guide Museum
City Hall -Venture Loan Fund - Beyond Walls

E - Venture Loan Fund - Lawrence
0 - Providing a Partnership

Designer of Record Revolving Test
for Downtown Kitchen

V)
Businesses - EParaTodos

- New Vue's Small - Mission driven real
Business Assistance estate corporation
Program @ IdeaLab to grow contractors

of color
- Standard WIB - Standard WIB - Standard WIB - Standard WIB

functions functions functions functions
- Diversifying - Diverse municipal - Diversifying - NorthShore

municipalhiring Hiring municipal hiring in Community College
- Lawrence Training Lynn schools Uber to Danvers/a)

Consortium - Local Hiring Middleton
- NECC Student Requirement in TIF

Success Center - English as a Second
- Colocation of Language Classes0

education & career - E Team Machinist
center Program

- Relmagine - Youth and adult - Impact Lynn - Imagine Salem

- Fitchburg- leadership Planning Process
Leominster Rail Trail development - SalemStationU

- FSU community programs planning
0 leadership training

institute

This table shows the key strategies the study cities are undertaking around housing, business development and
workforce development, highlighting innovative and impactful policies and programs. Each of the cities is also
conducting more traditional programming and policymaking, which is listed as "standard" in this table. Standard
housing programs include allowing 40B qualifying housing, using HOME for homeownership programs, Get the
Lead Out! Lead Abatement, Homeowner rehabilitation programs and homebuyer downpayment assistance as well
as the Energy Save Program (MassSave). Standard WIB functions include directing federal, state and local funding
to workforce development programs, conducting research and overseeing One-Stop Career Centers, that have now
become MassHire Centers.
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Housing

Citywide attention to the affordability and quality of housing can help ensure that all households in
their communities have access to the stable, safe home base they need to study, work and innovate
at their best. The study cities each have varied housing markets--Lynn and Salem are approaching
Boston in terms of market rents and housing prices. Lawrence has begun to see newly uniquely high
prices, that reflect its role as a center of gravity for immigrant households, while Fitchburg's market
has just begun to recover from the Great Recession (See Figure 3: Median Rent and Home Values
Over Time and These varied housing markets have resulted in a variety of housing programs and
policies that respond to local conditions, though there are some unifying themes.

Table 15: Zillow Median Rent and Sale Price).
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Figure 3: Median Rent and Home Values Over Times5 59

Source: Zillow Rent Index Time Series: Multifamily, SFR, Condo / Co-Op; Zillow Home Value Index (ZHVI) All Homes
Time Series.

These varied housing markets have resulted in a variety of housing programs and policies that
respond to local conditions, though there are some unifying themes.

Table 15: Zillow Median Rent and Sale Price""61

Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

Median Rent 1,508 1,716 2,064 1,965

Median Sale Price 212,100 278,100 400,400 356,100

Source: Zillow Rent Index Time Series: Multifamily, SFR, Condo / Co-Op; Zillow Home Value Index (ZHVI) All Homes

Time Series.

Gateway Cities have met and are exceeding their 40B Affordable Housing Obligations

Of cities studied for this thesis, all but Fitchburg have high enough subsidized housing inventory
percentages to withstand 40B project challenges (See Table 16: SHI Inventory). Two of the cities,
Lawrence and Lynn supply a significantly higher percentage of subsidized housing than their
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surrounding communities and than they are required to supply by the state. This stock of affordable
housing provides a level of housing security for the residents who live in it, and if maintained as
affordable can ensure neighborhood change does not result in displacements for the subset of
households living in affordable housing. All of the study cities have continued to permit affordable
housing projects, including several within walking distance of their commuter rail stations, including
Fitchburg's work on the affordable artist housing at the B.F. Brown and at the Yarnworks
development, much of Lawrence's mill redevelopments and Lynn's Gateway North Project.

Table 16: SHI Inventory
Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

Subsidized Housing Units 1,486 4,057 2,425 4,435

Total Housing Units 17,058 27,092 18,998 35,701

Percent SHI 8.7% 15.0% 12.8% 12.4%

10 Closest Communities Percent SHI 4.2% 7.3% 7.1% 7.9%

Source: This table is a combination of data from the most recently published Chapter 40B Subsidized Housing
Inventory (SHI), accurate as of September 14, 2017 and MAPC's Housing.MA database (which was used for 10
Closest Communities Percent SH).

Despite the description as "affordable" housing many new affordable developments are out of reach of Gateway
City residents

A common theme across cities was the absence of programs and resources at a scale to serve the
majority of low income renters in the Gateway Cities. Multiple interviewees reported low income,
immigrant and people of color tended to live in overcrowded market rate housing in poor
condition. 6 These descriptions are supported by an analysis that showed the majority of households
who could qualify for housing that meets 40B standards does not in fact live in this housing. For
every 1 available Subsidized Housing Inventory unit there is between 3.4 (Lynn) and 5.33
(Fitchburg) households living in the study cities (See Table 17: Subsidized Housing Units vs. Low
Income Households). Descriptions of this housing being in poor condition is supported by data on
the prevalence of childhood blood levels in Gateway Cities as well as city reports on the high
number of housing units that are out of code compliance. For example, in The Point
Neighborhood Vision and Action Plan, it was found that 46 percent of properties with absentee
landlords were in violation of the building code, the fire code or the health code.64

Table 17: Subsidized Housing Units vs. Low Income Households
Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

Subsidized Housing Units 1,486 4,057 2,425 4,435

Households with Income < 80% AMI 7,885 18,120 10,540 15,279

Total Housing Units 17,058 27,092 18,998 35,701
Ratio of Low Income Households to Subsidized Housing Units 5.3 4.5 4.3 3.4

Source: Housing MA

Additionally, in some Gateway City neighborhoods, "affordable" low income tax credit housing can
actually be priced higher than market rate rentals, making even supposedly "affordable" housing out
of reach of the typical low-income resident. In Fitchburg, the median rent for a two-bedroom
apartment is $987, while the maximum allowable rent for a 2-bedroom LIHTC apartment reserved
for households making 60% of AMI was $1,090. This would be the maximum rent for the 40% of
units at the YarnWorks development completed in 2017 (Table 18: Two Bedroom Median Market
Rent & Maximum Allowable Rent for 60% AMI LIHTC Unit).65 In communities closer to Boston,
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affordable LIHTC housing is more affordable than market rate housing, but still would require a
voucher to bring the rent to a place where households will not be overly cost burdened by even the
affordable rent.

Table 18: Two Bedroom Median Market Rent & Maximum Allowable Rent for 60% AMI LIHTC Unit

Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

Median 2 Bedroom Market Rent 987 1,079 1,228 1,456

Maximum Allowable Rent for 2 Bedroom at 60% AMI 1,090 1,282 1,456 1,456

Source ACS 2013-17, table B25031, 2018 Maximum Allowable Rents for Affordable Housing Units, Massachusetts
Housing Partnership.

In weaker markets, construction in station area developments requires the creative use of affordable housing
funds or access to limited workforce housing development funds

In Fitchburg, interviewees confirmed the original TTOD report's findings that there is a
development gap in getting market rate housing built. This means that in Fitchburg, in order to
catalyze any new development, the city has had to pursue limited and sporadic funding from the
state for any new multifamily development-affordable housing subsidies are the only way to get
any multifamily housing built. Fitchburg planner Tim Skwierawaski explained "We're now
understanding that [affordable housing funding] is really the lone tool that we have for aggressive
housing development in the region. And we don't want to turn those projects down. But
unfortunately, if anyone else comes to us looking for a housing project, more likely than not, they're
going to be looking at LIHTC to make it happen. We can tell them, yeah, that's great will support it,
but get to the back of the line, it's going to take you four to five years to get your financing because
we are really only going to get one or two these projects within the city per year.""

Cities are hesitant to institute mandatory affordability through zoning in weak markets, though strengthening
markets may be able to introduce inclusionary zoning

Of the three study cities, only Lawrence and Fitchburg have any mandatory affordability
requirements for new market rate housing at the moment, although Salem has affordability
requirements applied at the planning board level. In Lawrence, housing affordability requirements
originally emerged out of the Reviviendo Gateway Initiative Overlay (RGO), which put a 10%
affordable requirement on the redevelopment of new multifamily housing with more than 20 units
beginning in 2003 on the downtown RGO area. This requirement came alongside streamlined
zoning, as well as increased density. This spring the city increased the affordability requirement to
20% with the approval of a 40R District in the same area, which is also how affordable is required in
Fitchburg via their Smart Growth Overlay 40R district that is within a mile of the Fitchburg
Station.67 Despite the potential of the Lawrence overlay to require affordable housing from market
rate developments, most of the new developments in downtown Lawrence have involved the use of
low income housing tax credits, as well as historic tax credits in mill redevelopments.68 Salem's
ImagineSalem planning process clarified a citywide interest in promoting equity and affordable and
is currently engaged in a housing study to explore the potential for inclusionary zoning in Salem, as
well as mixed use zoning.
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An aging housing stock, code compliance and a lack of resources for rehabilitation requires attention

Many of the Gateway Cities have an aging housing stock, sometimes in poor condition-owned by
absentee landlords or by banks that have foreclosed (See Appendix Error! Reference source not
found.). As a result, many city residents face a housing inequity where they aren't able to live in safe
and quality housing, and renters have few avenues to remedy the situation. Three of the four study
area cities are on the Massachusetts' Department of Public Health's list of High Risk Communities

for Childhood Lead Poisoning. Despite the fact that Chapter 110 of the state's Building Code
requires that all buildings be inspected once every 5 years, this has been difficult for cities to
implement given limited staff capacity. In Lawrence alone, as of 2016, there were 633 properties on
the Distressed Property list- 5% of the city's housing stock."

Several cities have taken major steps to remove unsafe housing from the market and to improve
neighborhood conditions through property tracking and interdepartmental collaboration-in
Fitchburg the Neighborhood Improvement through Code Enforcement Task Force and in
Lawrence the Distressed Properties Task Force. Eliminating and rehabilitating problem properties

can ensure residents of these neighborhoods live in safer neighborhoods, with less risk of fire and
unhealthy housing conditions, setting up families and children for success. All cities have a program
active with MassHousing's Get the Lead Out! Program but it is unclear from available data whether
landlords utilize the program to the same extent owner occupants use the program. For example, as
Lynn has also conducted outreach for lead abatement, but the organization found absentee
landlords with homes in the worst condition are often least likely to use the program.'

Asset building is an overlooked and inexpensive way to build wealth & secure tenure

Lawrence Community Works' asset building strategies are unique among the Gateway City study

cities-and unique in the way they can serve low income people livingin market rate housing. LCW
offers a variety of asset building programs including Individual Development Account (IDA)
matched savings accounts and LendingCircles, a pooled savings program that also builds credit
histories. Lawrence Community Works' focus on financial stability and asset building also emerged
out of the Reviviendo Gateway Initiative, where Lawrencians identified asset building as a frequent
desire. Lawrence Community Works' initially found funding from a grants and today is funded by a
combination of the Community Investment Tax Credit and private donations. Though other
communities have housing counseling, Lawrence's' programs are the most extensive, and originated

out of the theory of equitable investment in people, as well as place. Andre Leroux describes
Lawrence Community Works' thinking: "If we could work to help business people and property
owners overcome market obstacles in Lawrence, we could work to help individuals and families
overcome market barriers to full participation in the local economy. Individual Development

Accounts (IDAs) seemed to be a perfect solution because they leveraged small scale private
investment into homeownership, higher education, or small business development." 72

Cross sector collaborations can create financial stability

Both Lawrence and Fitchburg have initiated cross-sectoral approaches that connect families in their

public schools with job skills and job placement resources. These efforts exhibit a unique equity

based approach that mirrors a community health focused approach where disparities in outcomes
(educational outcomes) are traced back to upstream causes (parent incomes). These efforts are
equitable because they aim to dismantle inequities in incomes between Gateway City School parents

and parents across the Commonwealth, recognizing that parent income is a systemic factor that

impacts affect student achievement. To address this, Lawrence's Lawrence Working Families
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Initiative began in 2013 and built a center that focuses on improving the economic security of
families of children in the Lawrence school system by creating a Family Resource Center to facilitate
employment and economic security, as well as Community Education Circles to increase parent
engagement.73 The program focused on jobs and training, as well as connecting with local
employers. Similarly Relmagine North of Main's pilot work included a focus on young children's'
outcomes, family self-sufficiency and citywide engagement strategies.74 Though this work has later
evolved, the initial phases focused on brining a family life coach to work with families to set goals as
well as connect to resources. In Salem and Lynn, Northshore CDC has focused on financial stability
and community workforce development in their YouthBuild programs, focused on Northshore
youth between the ages of 16 and 24. This approach program model integrates education, leadership
development, counseling, construction, and other vocational training skills, along with resources for
graduates."

Business Development

Growing locally owned and small businesses can further equity in a number of ways, especially as
Gateway City TOD aims to activate station area downtowns and catalyze new construction of
denser development. Because small businesses employ 46% of the workforce in Massachusetts,
policies that effect small businesses have an impact onthe workforce as a whole.76 As discussed
earlier, women and minority owned businesses offer organizational culture that attracts and retains a
diverse workforce and can be sites of cultural representation and gathering.

In addition, as Massachusetts faces a labor shortage in our construction industry, projects in the
Gateway Cities offer the opportunity to cultivate new developers and workers from within the
Gateway Cities, retaining wealth and decreasing disparities within the industry. Massachusetts' most
recent study of disparities in the construction and design sectors revealed that there are large
disparities in wages, business earnings and rates of business formation between minority, female and
Portuguese owned businesses and nonminority males in the Commonwealth.77 For example,
although African Americans owned 3.9 percent of all firms in Massachusetts, these firms earned
only 0.62 percent of all sale and receipts in the Commonwealth, while Hispanic-owned firms were
5.06 percent of all firms in Massachusetts, yet they earned only 1.25 percent of all sales and receipts
and women-owned firms were 33.59 percent of all firms in Massachusetts, but these firms earned
only 9.36 percent of sales and receipts. The report also found evidence of discrimination against
minority and women owned business enterprises, especially African American owned small
businesses, with outsized loan denial rates.'

In the study Gateway Cities, much of the work to create a more equitable business environment is
being done by actors outside of city hall-by community development corporations, chambers of
commerce and local universities, but with the support of local government. Local governments are
able to direct their local CDBG funding to support things like faqade improvements, as well as
prioritize planning in downtown retail spaces and work with local developers in catalyzing new
development., but lack capital and control over business networks.

Translated city documents & multilingual city staff

Despite the fact city halls often do not have large sources of capital to seed new businesses, they can
control the processes around starting and sustaining a business in their cities-licensing, permitting.
For new entrepreneurs, navigating city hall can be one of the most onerous and confusing processes,
so it's crucial that cities make sure that they've clarified, translated and streamlined the processes
around starting businesses in their community. In light of the large number of immigrants in the
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Gateway Cities, language access is one easily surmountable barrier if cities hire native speakers or
staff who speak the language of their non-English speaking populations and focus on ensuring print

materials are available in the languages of their Limited English speakers. Since the 1980's, a
combination of protest, legal action, state pressure and changes in city government increased the
proportion of Latinx city employees in Lawrence, as well as the number who can speak Spanish.79

Fitchburg has made an effort to hire Spanish speakers within city hall, while Lynn recently finalized

a guide for opening a business in Lynn, that will be translated into several languages. These changes
are crucial for non-English speaking entrepreneurs, especially members of organizations like
Neighbor to Neighbor. Former organizer and current Neighbor to Neighbor political director,
Estrella Diaz described Neighbor to Neighbor members' experiences: "There's a lot of talk about
businesses downtown; but not about how hard it is for businesses to stay in business-how
inaccessible city hall is for people who want to open a businesses, there's a lot of conversation about
murals, art, but for Neighbor to Neighbor members, if you need a license, it's very hard, there's not
a lot of people that speak a different language than English.""

Peer networks and culturally appropriate resources contribute to business success

Beyond the bare minimum of culturally accessible resources, immigrant and people of color owned

businesses can thrive when have access to networks and business service organizations. EparaTodos
is the Spanish language version of EforAll, a program focused on advancing economic and social
impact through entrepreneurship, which includes both a business accelerator program as well as a
pitch contest and operates in Lawrence and Lynn."' This may mean expanding the reach of
programs like E for All, but also might require a concerted effort by Chambers of Commerce and
other business organizations like Main Streets, to evaluate whether their membership is
representative of the community they operate within and take meaningful actions to ensure their
business service organizations are inclusive and accessible to all entrepreneurs.

Sources of flexible capital make it easier for low income, minority and immigrant entrepreneurs to access
financing

Small business owners, especially those among immigrant and communities of color with fewer
assets, often find it difficult to access the capital they need to grow or start a business, and
sometimes lack the credit history to access conventional sources of financing. In response to this

reality, Mill City Community Investments launched its Lawrence Venture Loan Fund in the fall of

2015 with a loan pool of one million dollars, with the goal of providing flexible, low cost financing

to support a variety of business needs, which has grown to a $2.5 million fund today. This fund
furthers equity because it provides much needed flexible capital to business owners who might not
be able to access traditional capital sources, which is a reality for a disproportionate number of

immigrant and minority entrepreneurs in Lawrence and across the Commonwealth. The City of
Lawrence provided funds to guarantee repayment of loans made by the Venture Fund.2

Loans from the fund can be used for design work, construction, equipment purchase, inventory, and
working capital. Loan recipients also receive technical assistance from fund partners The fund is part

of a larger theory of business development in Lawrence, led by Lawrence Partnership that focuses
on the intersection of business development, community development and resident benefit. Derek

Mitchell described these benefits: "It's really good community development work. It is putting
money into Main Street businesses that really need it to grow. But it's not really like charity, because

these banks are also building a future pipeline that they will ultimately bank and make money off. It's

good long-term business development for them. It's really great community development for the
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businesses and it's not contingent upon bringing new resources to town. It's just putting the existing
resources together in a more innovative way to make them more accessible.""

Fitchburg's Relmagine North of Main Coalition is in the process of creating their own venture loan
fund with two functions: to develop a product that helps new businesses interested in a downtown
location address the "gap" between the fit out costs and the actual costs to just bring up the facility
to code and to expand access of financial products to minority business owners (with a focus on the
downtown). 8 As part of Relmagine North of Main, the collaborators in Fitchburg already have
multiple sources of funding to support downtown businesses-some of which are focused on low
income, minority and women owned businesses. The North Central Chamber of Commerce
receives MassGrowth Capital's Small Business Technical Assistance Grants, which allows them to
deliver technical assistance and training to small businesses, including targets to serve ownersin
underserved categories). 85 These categories including women, immigrants, minorities, low and
moderate income owned businesses as well as businesses that operate in low-moderate income
neighborhoods or employ the unemployed or veterans."

Cities can help business tenants reduce risk in taking on formerly vacant or aging retail spaces

As part of the work around Remagine North of Main, local businesses that want to lease space in
downtown Fitchburg are able to work with an architect free of charge, to guide them through the
permitting process and provide standard design drawings-providing valuable cost savings for asset
poor entreprenuers. This supports small businesses who might not otherwise have the capital to pay
for such a service, and Fitchburg planner Tom Skwierawaski credited the program as a way to
ensure "businesses are going in with all eyes open."" The City of Fitchburg also meets with
prospective business owners to educate them about the potential "high cost of low rent" in the
spaces available downtown, where low rents may obscure high overall costs due to build out
expenses. This is especially helpful as new businesses aim to lease old retail spaces, that may seem
like a good deal, but require major capital expenses not reflected in rents.

City partners are beginning to explore the possibilities of shared workspaces that can incubate small businesses

The 2016 Capital and Collaboration Report documented the challenge that entrepreneurs face in finding
space and facilities-especially facilities that are affordable, well located, appropriately sized and
meet business needs., as well as the challenges that developers face in financing projects with
community-desired, but non-creditworthy business tenants. Small local businesses may not have the
credit history or capital for master leases, which is why shared spaces can be crucial launching pads
for these businesses. Several initiatives in the study Gateway Cities can serve as examples of shared
space: EforAll has Co-Working Spaces in Lowell and Lawrence, while the Lawrence Partnership has
created a Revolving Test Kitchen to host a local restaurateur for up to a year in ground floor
commercial space. The latest addition of this type of space is Fitchburg State's IdeaLab, which is a
collaboration between the university, the city and the New Vue, the local community development
corporation and hosts Fitchburg State's video game design program, New Vue's bilingual Small
Business Services Department as well as a community theater.8 8

Cities and partners can support efforts to increase the participation of underrepresented groups in the
construction and design sectors

In several of the Gateway Cities there is a growing recognition of the opportunity to increase the
capacity of local developers, so that they can compete for larger projects, especially those that
involve state subsidies. This approach recognizes that increased business for local developers retains
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wealth within the Gateway City. In Lawrence, there is an emerging collaboration between Lawrence

Partnership and MassDevelopment's Transformative Development Initiative to create a mission

driven real estate corporation made up of small scale developers, who have experience doing small
scale infill housing developments of 4 to 25 units. This corporation would then have the ability to

access larger projects and projects that require state subsidy."

Workforce Development

An equity lens in workforce development can help identify the communities who do not have
equitable access to good jobs and steady employment, as well as identify dismantle the barriers
contributing to inequities. In the Commonwealth today, across both the Gateway Cities and
Massachusetts, there are significant disparities in employment rates across race and ethnicity, as well
as between English and non-English speakers.

Oftentimes municipal governments have few resources to respond to workforce inequities, though
they can leverage their membership of local Workforce Investment Boards to spur changes and
control their own hiring practices. Overall much of the existing infrastructure for workforce
development and ongoing education exists at the regional and state level, whether with local
community colleges or state universities, or with Workforce Investment Boards. Municipalities do
have the ability to focus on greater accountability in their K-12 schools as well as expand vocational

education programs and to place requirements on development projects in terms of local
construction and post-construction hiring. In contrast, local business organizations have more
flexibility to respond to inequities in access to jobs, job training and career growth.

Cities must start within and commit to recruiting, hiring, developing and promoting a diverse workforce

Multiple stakeholders felt a lack of diversity in municipal leadership could hinder the ability of
municipal governments to respond to the needs of all in their community. In Fitchburg, The Human
Rights Commission and Three Pyramids minority coalition have been working with the City and
Mayor DiNatale to revise the City's Affirmative Action plan and to take steps to ensure minority and
protected groups sit on city boards and commissions." Another example of this strategy in Lynn, is
superintendent Patrick Tutwiler's efforts to recruit a more representative teaching staff.9 As
described earlier in the report, municipal staffing diversity can have direct benefits-by ensuring
residents feel staff can communicate with residents in their native language, as well as have cultural
familiarity. Cities can leveraging their roles as a major employer, to eliminate bias in their hiring
practices to jobs, promotions and contracting opportunities for underrepresented populations within
their community.

Cities can Set Local, MBE or WBE Requirements Alongside Development Incentives

Tax Increment Financing, District Improvement Financing and Urban Center Housing Tax
Increment Financing are all tools that Gateway Cities have used to attract development to their
communities, which involve using reductions in tax revenue in order to spur economic

development. In Lynn, a TIF used to secure the development of a Market Basket included a local
hiring clause, which resulted in Lynn residents being hired as 86% of employees upon opening."
Because the Gateway Cities are often home to higher percentages of low income and communities
of color, local hiring requirements may ensure hiring decreases inequities.
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For immigrant communities, language access is a barrier to equitable employment outcomes unless there is
investment in English as a Second Language programs

In Lynn and Lawrence, as well as other Gateway Cities with large immigrant communities, a limited
ability to speak English hinders many residents' ability to take advantage of training and access good
jobs. Lawrence Partnership has identified manufacturing employers willing to hire employees who
only speak Spanish, as well as identified employers who provide English as a second language
training on the job, and built relationships between employers and workforce development
providers. Lawrence Partnership's prioritization of language accessible job pathways is one way
they're directly addressing a major contributing factor to inequity in their community. In Lynn, a
wide range of nonprofits provide English as a Second Language training, but demand far outstrips
need, and there are few pathways for training in employees' native language. New Lynn Coalition
leader Jonathan Feinberg described the importance of these program:

"It seems like to me biggest issue is language. If you can't speak English you can't do
math to a certain level. Yeah, so that's one of the things that we're really trying to focus

on now. Most ESL classes have a multi-year waitlist... so, if the issue is you can't get
into the teaching because you don't have good English with numbers, we have that

class-assuming that's the problem and it has been in the past."

Training pipelines aligned with employer needs can create pathways for residents with job barriers

Early efforts related to the Lawrence Working Families initiative have evolved into Lawrence
Partnership's Training Consortium. This work has united supply and demand driven workforce
development efforts in Lawrence. To do this, the Lawrence Partnership has worked with local
employers, to identify the most urgent needs of local industries and then build training and career
paths for area residents, for hard-to-fill jobs. The Healthcare Pipeline in particular has included a
focus on targeting un and underemployed populations. The Partnership identified possible job gaps
in healthcare, manufacturing and management, and has established ongoing relationships with local
schools, universities and employers to help employees gain access to trainings and credentials. This
work also involved encouraging firms to develop cost-effective hiring of a bilingual workforce-to
increase the number of firms who can recruit, hire and train in Spanish, allowing talented employees
to advance even though language may be a barrier."

In Lynn, the E-Team Machinist Program has played a similar role, training un and under employed
workers to fill gaps in the manufacturing sector, with a particular connect to openings at General
Electric. Using space at Lynn Tech, the program's 34-week program allows participants to receive a
certificate at the end and positions students to gain access to living wage jobs, with benefits. Funding
has been inconsistent for the program over the last decade, with a several years hiatus, but through a
combination of effort from the Essex Community Foundation, EOHED and the local School
Committee, the program was restored in 2014.9'

Making educational locations more accessible can promote equity

Adequate transportation access has been a challenge for Gateway City community colleges with
suburban campuses, especially for students without cars. In response, since 2010, Northern Essex
Community College has expanded its Lawrence Campus, to become a full urban campus rather than
a satellite of the Haverhill NECC campus. This expansion allowed Lawrence students without a car
to drastically reduce the amount of time they spent travelling, freeing up time for work and study,
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removing a barrier to their success. Lawrence has also partnered with the Merrimack Valley Transit
authority to set up routes that serve the college, affordably. Similarly, at North Shore Community
College, the college has partnered with Uber to enable students to travel between the Lynn, Danvers

96and Middleton campuses.

Cross Cutting Activities

Despite the fact that this thesis focused on equity in the sectors of housing, business development
and workforce development-there was a clear feeling from interviewees that equitable
development was intertwined across all three sectors, as well as related to larger cross cutting themes
in the Gateway Cities. Stakeholders felt strongly that equity in development was strongly related to
representation, leadership and a history of community engagement. Additionally, several
communities doing work on transportation and last mile connections that could be replicated in an
equitable TOD approach.

Creativity in providing pedestrian access and new transit connections can allow "transit adjacent" neighborhoods
to enjoy the benefits of transit oriented development

In two of the study cities cities, the city governments have begun planning and execution for parks
that connect their transit stations to the urban fabric of the rest of their cities-making it easier for
able bodied residents who don't own a car to access the train stations in their communities. In
Salem, the City contracted with MAPC to do a study of the market potential for transit and trail
oriented development around a potential South Salem commuter rail stop. This report included both
a vision for transit oriented development around a new station, but also for how to utilize a bike trail
to connect South Salem to the existing station (hence the reference to "trail oriented development").
In Fitchburg, work on a shared use trail between Leominster and Fitchburg will connect multiple
urban neighborhoods to the Fitchburg Commuter Rail Station." Also in Salem, the Salem for all
Ages Initiative and Imagine Salem process led to a transit study on the feasibility of an intracity
shuttle feasibility study, that highlighted alternatives and demonstrated the feasibility of shuttle
services within Salem and looked at how the existing Council on Aging Van might be deployed
differently to support others, like students trying to get to school or work or the train station. "9

Cultural events highlight diversity as an asset & foundational element of Gateway City identity

Major events and the branding of Gateway City neighborhoods have the ability to raise diversity as
an asset and a value of these downtown districts. Lynn's Beyond Walls involved a mural festival, that
included a variety of murals featuring people of color, meant to reflect the diversity of the
community living in downtown Lynn. The festival the goal of increasing foot traffic in downtown
Lynn, increased public safety, and a boost to the city's reputation-even as many describe it as "the
city of sin." This event was estimated to bring $107,000 in sales to local businesses."

Salem's Punto Urban Art Museum is another example of culturally aware placemaking, with a
particularly local focus. Located in "El Punto" Neighborhood in Salem, Mass, the Punto Urban
features over 50 large scale murals by 18 global and 20 local artists within a 3-block radius. The art
aims to create neighborhood pride and increase economic opportunity for local businesses. The
Boston Globe even noted this in describing the Punto Urban Art Museum- "But what sets the
Salem project apart is its scale, and the determination that the neighborhood remains one that
belongs to the people who have lived here all along. Though organizers are hoping the works draw
visitors, the art is focused on the desires of neighborhood residents."""
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Cultivating Diverse Leadership is Foundational to Equity

Across multiple interviews, Gateway City stakeholders who recognized equity approaches in their
community emphasized the strong relationship between equity and representative leadership. Several
stakeholders described diversity on both community organization boards and local government
commissions as a major factor in whether their city had undertaken development with an equity
lens. Efforts to ensure representative leadership were longest standing in Lawrence, active in
Fitchburg and Salem and emerging in Lynn.

Alongside decades of organizing, the origins of work toward representative leadership in Lawrence,
came out of the Lawrence YWCA and Jericho Road nonprofit's Cultural Inclusion Program, at a
time when the city's boards were predominantly white, despite a city population that was nearly two-
thirds Hispanic or Latino. In Fitchburg, there has also been a concerted effort to evaluate who is at
the table in decision-making about the North Main Street? district and in the city as a whole.
Fitchburg State's Provost has led efforts to grow leaders after finding that boards and commissions
in Fitchburg had far fewer people of color than the city at large. 1 ' As a result Fitchburg State has
responded with a community leadership training institute.

Upon noticing disparities in representation, the communities in Fitchburg and Lawrence have taken
decisive steps to cultivate more leaders from their underrepresented communities. Through
leadership development programs, they are creating a pipeline of community members informed
about their community and civic issues. Of the study cities, Lawrence has the longest history in
generating citizen leaders-with a pipeline of programs over nearly 20 years. Lawrence Community
Works Executive Director Jessica Andors described the programs she saw planning a role:

"This is a city where it's small enough that if you get a critical mass of people who have
all been part of that process of doing neighbors circles with LCW, or being Health

Ambassadors for the YWCA, or participating in the Mayor's Health Task Force being on
ground, or Groundwork Lawrence's Green Team, going through the Podesta Leadership
Institute, it starts to create more of a culture of people who are interested in these issues

and weighing in on these issues."

Central to equity is evaluating disparities in access to decision-making. Lawrence has done exemplary
work both within government and its' nonprofit and business communities to evaluate and address
the lack of representation from low income and people of color on the city's boards and
commissions, since forced to begin doing so in the 1980's. 1" Since then, the city and its nonprofit
partners have developed a range of leadership development programs from youth to experienced
professionals that should be replicated in other communities. In Fitchburg, ReImagine North of
Main as well as United Neighbors of Fitchburg are also examples of emerging efforts to move
towards equitable representation in leadership.
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Chapter IV: A Local Framework for Equitable Transit Oriented

Development

How Transit Oriented Development Can Fit (and must fit) into an Equity Framework
As the Equity Indicators earlier showed, Gateway City station areas and adjacent neighborhoods are
places where residents experience dramatic inequities today-residents have less housing stability,
lower incomes and live in neighborhoods that have suffered from disinvestment for decades.
Planning for transit oriented development in Massachusetts' Gateway Cities is an opportunity to
develop a new type of transit oriented development plan-one focused on using TOD to create
opportunities and achieve more equitable outcomes for the people who live in Gateway City station
areas today. Equitable transit oriented development will have the best chance of success situated
within a broader common commitment to pro-equity policy citywide (See Recommendations for
Local Citywide Pro-Equity Policymaking), but Gateway City transit oriented development planning
can and should make achieving equitable outcomes a central goal.

Traditional transit oriented development plans include evaluations of how to create more housing,
mixed uses and active streets-the Commonwealth's Smart Growth / Smart EnergyToolkit details
how most TOD plans include an evaluation of market conditions, land use changes and
development opportunities within a quarter to a half mile of station areas. TOD plans usually detail
strategies to create higher densitybuildings with mixed uses, and may include density bonuses and
reduced parking requirements, as well as design standards and pedestrian amenities.'"03 "4

The research for this report demonstrates the need for transit oriented development plans in
Massachusetts' Gateway City Station Areas to go further than traditional small area and transit
oriented development plans, and to explore the programs and policies needed to stabilize renters,
create opportunities for small business owners and connect unemployed and underemployed
workers to good jobs. Cities would be far more likely to achieve equitable transit oriented
development outcomes if transit oriented development plans were required to include the following
elements.

Equitable Transit Oriented Development Plan Elements

1. A Community Driven Planning Process

Thorough community engagement done in collaboration with community based organizations is
crucial for an equitable TOD plan. Transit oriented development planning should include robust
community engagement, that works with existing community organizers and community based
organizations. Transit oriented development plans should follow the example of the Department of
Public Health (DPH)'s requirements for community engagement, and aim for the highest levels of
community engagement-collaboration, empowerment and shared leadership over simple outreach,
consultation and involvement." 5 Required stakeholders in TOD planning should include local
residents, municipal staff, educators, both governmental (e.g. public housing authorities) and
nongovernmental housers (e.g. community development corporations), social services providers,
regional planning and transportation agencies, community based organizations and local business
services organizations. This portion of planning should include both municipal self-assessment of
community engagement, as well as a stakeholder assessment of community engagement as part of
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the process in finalizing plans, similar to that required in DPH in Community
Engagement Standards for Community Health Planning Guideline."°4

2. Explicitly Identified Indicators & Scheduled for Progress Reports

Demographics

It's crucial for all stakeholders involved to understand basic demographics about the neighborhoods
around today's Gateway City Station areas, and to understand the income, race, ethnicity,
educational attainment, language abilities, nativity, and tenure of area residents. It's also crucial for
planners and local policymakers to understand the demographics of business owners and workers in
today's Gateway City station areas. Many of today's Gateway City residents work outside the station
area while residents of other towns commute in to these neighborhoods. This descriptive data can
help the assessment of community participation in community outreach and engagement activities,
to identify groups of residents that are underrepresented in community feedback and outreach. In
response municipal officials can work with organizations with ties in underrepresented communities
to ensure these communities' needs are represented in planning.

Indicators of Neighborhood Change

Transit oriented development plans should also identify data sources that can be monitored and
published publically to monitor and communicate the status of neighborhood change within
Gateway City municipalities. If communities are able to understand the most relevant metrics related
to addressing equity, policymakers and constituents will be able to measure, pivot and act based on
data about their TOD areas-to better understand population trends within the neighborhood, as
well as whether residential and office developments continue to require subsidies to make projects
possible, or whether the market is ready to support solutions like inclusionary zoning or linkage fees.
Transit oriented development planning processes should be very explicit about how they are
measuring neighborhood change and market health in their pubic facing communications, as well as
transparent about what can be collected on a regular basis. Ongoing evaluations should also be used
as opportunities to gain narrative feedback.

3. Housing

It is important that these plans include an analysis of the impact transit oriented development on
today's Gateway City residents' housing stability. It is important that these quantify the scale
displacement risk resulting from new development even if it does not seem to be a current riskin
weaker market cities. Some local studies and plans have begun to do this. The 2017 South Salem rail
feasibility study identified risks related to a vulnerable housing stock and vulnerable populations-
and recommended a set of policy changes to respond to the risks alongside changes for transit
oriented development in South Salem. Boston's 2018 Glover Park neighborhood plan quantified the
risk of displacement for both homeowners and renters and found 67% of renters and 37% of
homeowners were at risk of displacement (for methodology see Table 19: Boston Planning and
Development Agency Methodology in Calculating Displacement Risk in Glover's Corner Plan).
Transit oriented development plans could do similar calculations though would need to be refined to
each distinct housing market's income and housing cost conditions.107 108

Table 19: Boston Planning and Development Agency Methodology in Calculating DisplacementRiskinGlovers

Corner Plan

Renters Homeowners
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Low Renters living in income-restricted Homeowners making more than
housing $75,000

Moderate Renters with a housing voucher in a Homeowners making more
market rate unit between $50,000 and $75,000
Renters making more than $75,000
living in market rate unit

High Renters without subsidies living in a Homeowners making less than
market rate unit $50,000

Source: PLAN: Glover's Corner Draft Recommendations Boards.

Making the assumptions around displacement risk explicit will help cities communicate with

community members and better understand the dynamics at play in today's inequitable conditions,
as well as target policies and programs to households at risk if TOD succeeds.

The research for this report reveals that there is a risk in framing conversations about housing

equity around the production or preservation of affordable housing units alone, rather than around

the conditions of housing insecure households for two reasons: 1) The majority of low income

households live in market rate housing 2) "Affordable" housing often serves higher income

households than political discourse and public debate assumes (See Section Gateway Cities have met and
are exceeding their 40B Affordable Housing Oblgations

Of cities studiedfor this thesis, all but Fitchburg have high enough subsidized housinginventory

percentages to withstand 40B project challenges (See Table 16: SHI Inventory). Two of the cities,
Lawrence and Lynn supply a significantly higher percentage of subsidized housing than their

surrounding communities and than they are required to supply by the state. This stock of affordable

housing provides a level of housing security for the residents who live in it, and if maintained as

affordable can ensure neighborhood change does not result in displacements for the subset of

households living in affordable housing. All of the study cities have continued to permit affordable

housing projects, including several within walking distance of their commuter rail stations, including

Fitchburg's work on the affordable artist housing at the B.F. Brown and at the Yarnworks

development, much of Lawrence's mill redevelopments and Lynn's Gateway North Project.

Table 16: SHI Inventory

Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

Subsidized Housing Units 1,486 4,057 2,425 4,435

Total Housing Units 17,058 27,092 18,998 35,701

Percent SHI 8.7% 15.0% 12.8% 12.4%

10 Closest Communities Percent SHI 4.2% 7.3% 7.1% 7.9%

Source: This table is a combination of data from the most recently published Chapter 40B Subsidized Housing
Inventory (SHI), accurate as of September 14, 2017 and MAPC's Housing.MA database (which was used for 10
Closest Communities Percent SHI).

Despite the description as "affordable" housing many new affordable developments are out of reach

of Gateway City residents). Reaching cities' 40B threshold does not mean that there is enough

housing for low income households, or even that that subsidized housing is accessible to low

income families who may have credit or rental history issues.

Strategy for Low Income Renters in Market Rate Housing

Because the majority of low income people and people of color in the Gateway Cities are renters,
living in market rate housing, any equity strategy must include an analysis that fully fleshes out a

theory of change around neighborhood housing market dynamics, involuntary moves and
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displacement. Thus far, direct financial benefits from transit oriented development for low income
renters are few. One of the most glaring findings from this study is the absence of a strategy to
ensure low income market rate renters in Massachusetts, and especially in Gateway Cities have
access to secure and affordable housing. Cities can initiate small scale responses to increase
economic resilience for low income families, but addressing the risks of displacement for low
income renters may require more substantial actions. Gateway Cities anticipating neighborhood
change can introduce and expand programs to help low income families build wealth-including
IDA, Lending Circles, as modelled by Lawrence Community Works' efforts to secure grants and
donations to fund its extensive asset building programs. These programs make it more likely that
households will have the money to cover unexpected expenses or financial shocks. Cities can also
replicate and scale programs like the Lawrence Working Family Initiative, and combine financial
coaching with education about tenants' rights.

More comprehensive strategies to secure low income tenants vary. One of the easiest to implement
would be a Condo Conversion ordinance, which can require that tenants have a right to notification
and moving expenses if their unit is converted to condominiums and in some cases a right to
purchase their unit.""

Other programs to protect low income renters would require state actions, including potential for
carefully targeted rent control, as well as enabling legislation for cities to offer tax credits for
benevolent landlords and the passage of a statewide Right to Counsel as proposed by the
Massachusetts Association of Community Development Corporations (MACDC) and the
Massachusetts Law Reform Institute."" Additional areas for exploration include exploring how a
Tenant Option to Purchase might allow low income renters to transition to homeownership in their
own neighborhoods. The City of Somerville, MA submitted enabling legislation in the last legislative
session, which would allow the city to give Somerville tenants the right of first refusal to purchase
their homes if their landlords decided to sell their home."' This program is a modified version of a
39-year-old Washington, D.C. program that preserved 1,400 units of affordable housing between
1993 and 2013.112 Programs that can preserve affordability in changing neighborhoods, give the
security of homeownership and build low income residents' wealth offer promising possibilities.
Community land trusts, limited equity co-ops explore are other tools that can secure low income
renters' transition to ownership in their own communities." 3 Cities should work with renters, social
service organizations, legal services and landlords to explore which of these programs would be the
highest priority for providing housing stability for low income Gateway City renters.

Strategy to Preserve the Existing Housing Stock

Less expensive and unimpeded by zoning debates, preserving today's subsidized housing in Gateway
City station areas is crucial to equitable transit oriented development. This will become especially
important as a large number of LIHTC projects reach the end of their affordability period. These
properties are usually identified if cities conduct a housing study, and Chapter 40T means owners
have to provide notice, tenants must be protected and DHCD has the ability to make an offer on a
property. 1 4 An TOD plan can identify these properties even more explicitly and identify potential
resources to extend additional affordability restrictions.

Strategy for Low Income Homeowners

Cities should monitor the appreciation of home values in their neighborhoods and institute
programs to help low income homeowners who live in appreciating neighborhoods. One example of
this is Cook County Illinois, who has instituted a Homeowner Exemption for property taxes for
homeowners whose assessments have increased sharply."
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4. Business Development

Plan for Community Accountable Business Development

Because TOD plans aim to create walkable neighborhoods with active street uses, TOD plans
should identify ways to create long term collaborations between business owners, city government

and community members to channel business growth. Though several of the Gateway Cities have
Transformative Development Initiative Fellows, these state staff are only temporary actors in the

Gateway Cities, though they have convened partnerships in their commuities. One possible
method for sustaining ongoing partnerships and promoting commercial districts is creating a Main
Streets Program in Gateway City station areas. Based on a Four-Point Approach, the Main Streets
Approach focuses on organizing among stakeholders, with a governing board and volunteers,
promoting the district, providing design support and guides, as well as economic restructuring that
aims to retain and expand successful businesses, as well as convert unused/underused spaces."1
Salem already has a Main Streets program operating out of the Chamber of Commerce since 2001,
but many other Gateway Cities do not have a similar program. Main Streets Organizations
traditionally have both resident and business representation and create a vision for their district.
Their broad base of support from the city, local businesses and residents helps ensure new
developments are in line with the district vision, though compliance is optional. Main Streets
organizations are responsible to and must respond to the needs of their local communities, and

could help sustain the implementation of transit oriented development plans in line with a
community grafted vision. For example, Main Streets organization can insist on adherence to design
guidelines, and support existing businesses to enhance their marketability and competitivenessin
ways that ensure they continue to serve low income residents.'1 7

Strategy for District Branding that Highlights Diversity of Neighborhood as an Asset

In Lawrence and Lynn, the new development in Gateway City downtowns meets the definition of
one version of transit-oriented development-denser housing, steps from the commuter rail. Several

of these new buildings have been marketed with branding that is place neutral, and often without

context to the existing neighborhood or businesses. In both cities several new apartments' main
branding centers around their status as "luxury" apartment buildings, desirable for being 50 or 20
minutes to Boston, or as part of a "live-work-play campus.""' These apartment buildings are often

marketed as self-sustaining islands-where new residents "don't need to leave home for a fresh

pizza and a cold beer.""' Understandably, with this type of marketing local businesses have not seen

the patronage they had hoped for, even with the addition of hundreds of housing units

downtown. 2 1 In an interview, TDI fellow Jess Martinez described the "mallification" of Lawrence's

mills, where many new residents drove and the developments could better be called "transit-

adjacent" than "transit-oriented" because residents of new developments simply resided next to
transit and a downtown district, and have not become an active customer base for downtown

businesses. If district branding includes design guidelines, this could include recommendations to

ensure that new residential spaces are designed to draw residents out of their buildings and into

downtown business districts. Cities and developers should work together to encourage developers to

implement "Neighborhood-Friendly Leasing Strategies"-which, according to Family Friendly
Oakland founder Tiffany Eng, includes using local neighborhood names (rather than creating new

names), using accurate and current photos of the neighborhood, developing relationships with

neighborhood groups and organizations and to help new residents get oriented to their

neighborhood and city with a newcomer's guide/coupon book."' These strategies could align

closely with work done by Main Streets organizations or plans to further Cultural Equity.
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Identify Opportunities for Creating Shared Business Spaces

For low income and minority owned businesses, cities should work with local anchor institutions
and business organizations to pilot innovative models to create flexible, affordable business space.
Examples include Lawrence Partnership's Revolving Test Kitchen, as well as EforAll/EParaTodos'
affordable coworker space. Cities can also explore co-working or collaborative
maker/manufacturing/processing that can support multiple entrepreneurs in one space, as has been
developed by Commonwealth Kitchen and Dorchester Bay Economic Development Corporation's
Borstein & Pearl Food Production Center. Other areas for exploration include the creation of
commercial community land trusts, which has been most successfully implemented in Anchorage
and at New Orleans' Pythian development. 2

5. Workforce Development

Action plan to ensure jobs for neighborhood residents and residents with barriers to
employment during TOD construction

With a potential for new construction as part of higher density housing and commercial spaces,
TOD plans should detail actions cities will take to ensure construction jobs go to surrounding
residents and residents with barriers to employment. This may be possible by attaching requirements
to tax exemptions. A local example of this is Springfield City Council's use of city ordinances to set
diversity hiring goals for projects that receive exemptions, as well as requirements for insurance
coverage. 3

Action plan to ensure jobs for neighborhood residents and residents with barriers to
employment post-development

Equitable TOD plans should also include an analysis of potential job pathways for Gateway City
residents, both in businesses that emerge in Gateway City downtowns and at neighboring stations.
These plans should take an employee focused approach that identify and address barriers to job
training for Gateway City Station area residents and identify suitable programming to bridging these
gaps. For example, in several of the study Gateway Cities, high numbers of Limited English
Speakers demonstrate a need for increased access to English as a Second Language as part of an
equitable TOD approach.

Lawrence Partnership represents an excellent example of how collaborative partnerships can create
training pathways that meet local employers' needs. With the increased level of service envisioned
under Regional Rail, it will be possible for the training organizations, educational institutions and
workforce development system to identify growth industries/employers connected to the Gateway
Cities by transit lines-including the many employers located along the 495 corridors. Making
connections between Gateway City schools and workforce development entities will require creating
new relationships across municipal and regional boundaries and surveys of training gaps for
employers. Beyond providing training, the full realization of training pathways from Gateway Cities
to neighboring employers will depend on frequent rail service and last mile transit connections.
Coalitions may look at CrossTown Connect's use of a Compact Communities grant to provide last
mile shuttles from the Action Station to nearby employers. 1 4

6. Transportation

Analysis of Transit Accessibility & Last Mile Needs
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Equitable TOD plans should include walkability analysis to identify current and desired pedestrian

pathways to the Commuter Rail Station as well as transit accessibility to today's stations. Pedestrian

access may be easy to improve, with easy to change features like removing fences. Transit
accessibility should also be considered in terms of the routes and frequency of connecting regional
or local transit.

Evaluate fare burden & schedule barriers & identify needed changes to inform MBTA &
MassDOT planning

As MassINC's forthcoming report on fare equity on the Commuter Rail documents, fares on the
Commuter Rail to reach Boston are out of reach for manyGateway City residents. Beyond analyzing
available routes and last mile connections, TOD plans should include an analysis of whether
Commuter Rail fares are within reach of Gateway City residents who are seeking employment at
transit adjacent employers or educational opportunities at boundaries and surveys of training gaps
for employers. This may also include outreach and program development to employers who would
be willing to subsidize employee transit. This analysis should also include an evaluation of whether

current scheduling meets the needs of workers and transit adjacent employers, who might include
industrial companies with earlier shifts than current train schedules begin. This analysis should be
documented in the transit oriented development plan and inform both the MBTA and MassDOT as
they consider future fare changes and schedule updates.

7. Cultural Equity

Ensure historically underrepresented populations see themselves as part of city and
neighborhood narratives

In aiming to create neighborhood branding, the TOD plan should also identify and develop action
plans to celebrate the history and culture of communities in Gateway City Station Areas and in
particular, to amplify the stories, culture and heritage of marginalized communities-whether they
be low income, people of color, immigrant communities, or some combination. This set of actions
can ensure future programming in the district is affordable to all residents and that programming

prioritizes collaboration with local arts organizations and local artists and humanists. Institutions can
highlight local culture, as the Fitchburg Art Museum has done with its' Bilingual Museum Initiative
while cities can work with nonprofits to commission culturally relevant public art and events that
celebrate and highlight the low income, people of color and minority communities in our Gateway

Cities as with Beyond Walls in Lynn and Salem's Punto Urban Art Museum. 1 2
1 126 127

7. Equity Focused Evaluation of Alternatives

TOD plans should utilize an Equity Impact Review framework for decision-making in TOD
planning would mean identifying how a proposed course of action will serve/affect known today's
Gateway City residents, address their priorities and disproportionately burdened or benefit particular
stakeholders. In Chapter 1, applying a limited version of that framework in this research revealed
that many of the populations experiencing inequitable outcomes live in station areas or station
adjacent areas. The same framework for addressing equity overall in a city can be used to position
TOD strategies.

Models to Consider

An Equitable Development Plan for the 11th Street Bridge Project, Washington, D.C.
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The 11h Street Bridge Project in Washington, DC has been a multiyear effort to promote equitable
development in Southeast Washington, DC in anticipation of the opening of an elevated park.

Planning began 5 years before Led be Building Bridges Across the River (BBAR), and recognized
the possibility that the park was a new amenity that would cause property values and rents to rise, as
well as offer opportunities for construction and post-construction jobs, as well as The project is
grounded by an Equitable Development Plan and includes initiatives around workforce

development, small business development, housing and arts and culture. The Urban Institute's
analysis of early results offered lessons for similar equitable development planners:

• Develop a realistic plan

" Engage a network of partnerships

• Set performance-level targets to coordinate efforts and track results across partners

• Hold multiple parties accountable for achieving equity in a measurable way

• Be in it for the long haul

• Build resident voice and power

Cultural Equity through Youth Development, Living History and New Narratives

As Gateway Cities aim to increase civic participation and representation from low income, minority

and limited English communities, Boston's MYTOWN program offers an example of how to
combine youth leadership development with the development of new district identities and histories.

This may be especially relevant in communities where tourism is viewed as an emerging industry,
like Fitchburg. For 15 years, MYTOWN operated as a youth development organization that offered
walking tours of the South End, conducted by Boston youth, who developed their own narratives
about the history of Boston. These narratives often highlighted overlooked and under researched

histories, and helped to expand dominant narratives of the history of Boston. MYTOWN's

programming was based on the idea that creating a "sense of home" was crucial in helping the city's

young people develop a democratic community. The program's founder, Karilyn Crockett, created

the program with a hope that MYTOWN "would inspire Boston to a higher, more inclusive vision

of civic participation" and prepare young leaders. For Gateway Cities looking to develop youth

leaders, district identity and equitable recognition, this program offers one possible model that could

promote equity. Over the life of the program, MYTOWN created jobs for more than 300 low and

moderate-income teenagers, who in turn led public walking tours for more than 14,000 visitors and

residents. The National Endowment for the Arts praised the program as "one of the ten best youth

humanities programs in America" in 2003.128

Recommendations for Local Citywide Pro-Equity Policymaking

Policies, Practices, Systems

Conditions
* Outcomes

Figure 4: An Upstream Approach to Equity
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For cities to achieve an equitable transit oriented development, they must explicitly prioritize
broader pro-equity policy in government decision-making, which is not always the case in today's
Gateway Cities. An equity approach recognizes that historically policymakers have tended to react to
problems, and treat individual and family level outcomes, when in reality problems are
manifestations of the conditions that emerged out of adverse social physical and economic
conditions. These in turn are related to policies, structures and systems that contribute to those
adverse conditions (Figure 4: An Upstream Approach to Equity). As defined by King County,
Washington, this means public policy that involves "defining outcomes for all, identifying obstacles
faced by specific groups, and tailoring strategies and building on assets to address barriers." The
Seattle-King County 2018-2020 Equity Plan explains:

Equity polices recognize that inequities in outcomes are the result of conditions that
stem from structural "upstream" causes including structural racism and discrimination,

class and gender bias, lack of access to resources and decision-making and cross-
generational inequities.

Gateway City hospitals and public health officials may be most familiar with this approach in work
involving evaluating and addressing the social determinants of health. In contrast, many local
government leaders and their staff must become more aware of and comfortable talking about
inequities in their communities today-which people of color, low-income residents and immigrants
and refugees persistently face in multiple key areas.

As described in Chapter II: , Gateway City stakeholders sometimes automatically shifted to describe
cross-municipal inequities when asked about equity in their city. In other places, there was a deeper
understanding of equity as policy that responded to disparities experiences by marginalized
communities, in several cases among stakeholders who had personally, or organizationally been
involved in the work around the Working Cities Challenge. Adopting a citywide framework for
equity that includes ongoing evaluation and reassessment of disparities will ensure that cities have to
continually re-evaluate policy, and use a partially data driven approach to identify the communities
and places that need attention, even if they shift, either in terms of place or demographics.

Local leaders and government officials would benefit from equity related trainings on structural and
interpersonal forces that perpetuate inequity.

These might include bystander intervention training, anti-oppression training and trainings on
structural racism. Local examples of work on this include the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health's Community Health Initiative Statewide Fund Advisory Committee Working Group. This
group has spent the last 6 months in trainings on structural racism and building trust, with the
ultimate goal of working with communities to identify inequities that affect their determinants of
health. Tricia Pistone described the extent of this work in an interview:
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"We've been working on it for a year, this committee and part of this portion here was
actuallyjust creating a safe space within our working group to be able to talk about

white supremacy and structural racism. This included also alevel of training and
education and then from there, we developed guidelines and a framework. What we're

really looking to do with the framework is to turn it back to the community, to show
their level of understanding, and how, what are those inequities within their own

communities, and how we're going to address that upstream?"129

The Boston Public Health Commission's Racial Justice and Health Equity Initiative is another

example, and is an organization which provides grants to both Lawrence and Fitchburg. Boston's
Office of Resiliency provides trainings for city cabinets, departments, offices, and agencies to help
them better understand systemic and institutional racism, implicit/unconscious bias, racial equity
framing and community engagement strategies.

Evaluate equity indicators to understand progress, inform action plans and work with the public.

In some cases, this may involve neighborhood level data analysis, similar to the evaluation work
being done in relation to the Working Cities Challenge. If Boston focused foundations like the
Boston Indicators project or MAPC literally expanded the maps of their current indicator work,
cities and local actors could easily use already in use indicators to inform local actions. Smaller scale

projects in the Gateway Cities are already taking a data focused approach. Relmagine North of Main

has partnered with Brandeis University as an independent evaluator. National examples, include the

St. Louis Equity Indicators Project. This project uses a scoring methodology developed by the City

University of New York in their Equality Indicators tool. The tool measures disparities faced by
disadvantaged groups (those most vulnerable to inequality, such as racial and ethnic minorities,

immigrants, or individuals living in poverty) across those domains.""

Evaluate representation on local boards and commissions and prioritize leadership development programs.

Across multiple interviews, Gateway City stakeholders emphasized the strong relationship between
equity and representative leadership in their communities. Several stakeholders described diversity

on both community organization boards and local government commissions as a major factor in

whether their city had undertaken development with an equity lens. Efforts to ensure representative
leadership were longest standing in Lawrence, active in Fitchburg and Salem and emerging in Lynn.

Alongside decades of organizing, the origins of work toward representative leadership in Lawrence,
came out of the Lawrence YWCA and Jericho Road nonprofit's Cultural Inclusion Program, at a

time when the city's boards were predominantly white, despite a city population that was nearly two-

thirds Hispanic or Latino. In Fitchburg, there has also been a concerted effort to evaluate who is at

the table in decision-making about the North Main Street? district and in the city as a whole.

Fitchburg State's provost office has led efforts to grow leaders after finding that boards and

commissions in Fitchburg had far fewer people of color than the city at large."' As a result
Fitchburg State has responded with a community leadership training institute. Of the study cities,
Lawrence has the longest history in generating citizen leaders-with a pipeline of programs over

nearly 20 years. Multiple avenues for leadership development exist in Lawrence: Lawrence's

Leadership Development Institute, Mill Cities Leadership Institute, YWCA Health Ambassadors,
Mayor's Health Task Force, Lawrence Green Team, Podesta Leadership Institute.
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Local governments and organization should adopt decision making frameworks that include an explicit equity
focus.

Multiple interviewees from Lawrence Partnership cited their use of an Inclusive Economic
Development Framework to promote equity. Derek Mitchell described: "With the with the
Lawrence Partnership, although there are a lot of different things an organization like that might
choose to pursue to improve economic development in the city, rather than start with, you know,
major real estate developments, but we've been able to workforce development. A couple years
back, we were doing a survey of employers about what kinds of jobs they were hiring for, and where
they were going to go with sirens. Then we wrote grants to get money to train people for those jobs,
because one of the most important things we recognize we can do is improve the workforce
preparedness of the city, so that the city can rise up on its own. Right. So yes, I think an example of
data and data informed, inclusive economics."

MAPC planning includes an equity lens in each planning process the organization undertakes, which
has brought an equity focus into planning even when it is not a municipal goal. King County,
Washington uses an Equity Impact Review to guide county decisions, in a framework of equity and
inclusion.

Thorough community engagement done in collaboration with community based organizations is crucial.

Community engagement is crucial for furthering equity because it enables marginalized communities
to participate in planning, as well as identify the root causes of inequities. In Massachusetts,
nonprofit community development corporations have some of the longest history doing community
organizing in marginalized communities-and establishing ongoing relationships of trust with those
communities. More recently community engagement has been recognized by the public health sector
in their approaches to addressing the social determinants of health, and the Department of Public
health has produced a guide for how to approach community engagement, noting the importance of
power sharing, transparency, accommodations, facilitation, and both grassroots and "grass top"
representation. Groundwork Lawrence & Lawrence Community Works have both actively
supported planning since the Lawrence Reviviendo planning effort and have empowered their
membership to get a seat at the table in discussions about development in Lawrence.
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Chapter V: Supportive State Policies & Tools
The state has multiple funding sources, policy areas and administrative functions that can support
local municipalities' efforts to make their transit station areas sites of equitable neighborhood
change. The state can attach requirements for equity analysis to its funding for planning in District
Local Technical Assistance, the Community Compacts program, Urban Agenda grants as well as
new programs. The legislature has the ability to allocate funds for planning, as well as subsidies for
affordable housing, workforce housing and transit oriented development with requirements for their
use, while the Executive Offices of Housing and Economic Development and the Secretary of
Transportation make relevant policy and programmatic decisions. Each of these actors has a critical
role to play in supporting local governments working to develop transit oriented station areas
equitably.

Cross Cutting

Standards for Equity & Community Engagement in State Funded Planning
State funded land use and economic development planning should include mandatory equity
considerations of the implications of proposed activities on neighborhood change, with specific
attention to market rate renters, low income communities, people of color and Limited English
populations, similar to the obligations cities must meet addressing their environmental justice
communities in their Open Space Plans. As discussed previously, state standards for community
outreach already exist and local governments as well as other state departments should replicate the
Community Engagement Standards for Community Health Planning, in standards for economic
development and transportation planning. These standards include a recognition of the importance
of community engagement, power sharing, transparency, accommodations, facilitation and
representativeness.

Prioritize planning funds for equitable transit oriented development plans and communities committed to
equity
In an environment with limited funding and obligations for planning, the state should encourage
Gateway Cities to include equitable transit oriented development as one of their priority areas under
the Community Compact program as well as an area for priority funding from MassHousing and
EOHED. The Commonwealth should also reintroduce obligations for comprehensive planning and
include funding for comprehensive planning. Funds for transit-oriented development planning
should be directed to the station area communities with the highest needs and where city leaders are
willing to prioritize equitable transit oriented development planning as described in Chapter IV. As
the state focuses on the revitalization of Gateway City downtowns, EOHED and DHCD should
allocate funds to municipalities that meet equity performance goals. There is precedent for this, in
efforts by Executive Offices in the 1980's which required Lawrence to aggressively implement
affirmative action plans and to increase minority business enterprise participation in its contract
awards.m

Implement ongoing statewide analysis of equity indicators
For under resourced communities, easily accessible and standardized data will be a crucial part of
equitable planning and equitable TOD planning-and could build off of existing efforts in the
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Commonwealth. MAPC has conducted groundbreaking work on analyzing equity within its service
region-and includes equity as a lens throughout all of the planning the organization provides to
member communities. This is important, because MAPC's 2017 The State ofEquiy report found
"conditions which contribute to inequity are persisting or becoming more severe:
discrimination, whether overt or systemic, continues to limit opportunity for some residents; income
and wealth disparity is increasing, dimming the prospects for upward mobility; and residential
segregation, especially segregation by income, is becoming more severe, contributing to
intergenerational poverty." 133

At the same time, because MAPC's analysis is limited to its 101-member region, this focus on equity
isn't being brought to the Gateway Cities just outside MAPC's boundaries (See Gateway Cities with
lower median incomes, just outside white MAPC boundaries in Figure 5: Statewide Median Income.
These areas see just as stark levels of income and wealth inequality-but where most regional
planning agencies have not yet incorporated equity as a lens and have less staff capacity to take this
on. The expansion of these analyses to the Commonwealth overall could provide consistent data to
continually evaluate the state of equity in the Commonwealth, as well as the success of equitable
transit oriented development in our Gateway Cities. This process could allow for a more transparent
continually reevaluation of municipalities that receive "Gateway City" designations over time
according to income, population and education census data to phase out communities that have
fewer needs and to direct resources to emergent Gateway Cities.

Figure 5: Statewide Median Income & MAPC Boundaries
Source: Elizabeth Haney. QGIS. MassGIS and "U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates: Table B19013 Median Household Income.
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Develop Gateway City Data Intermediaries
Achieving equitable transit-oriented development in the Gateway Cities requires ongoing attention
to neighborhood change data, that short staffed cities may not be able to provide. Getting equitable
development right requires continually asking the question "Are we there yet?" Potential local data
intermediaries in the Gateway Cities may be local universities research centers, nonprofits or
collaborative organizations. The Center on Urban Poverty and Community Development at Case
Western Reserve University maintains a rich, regularly updated data on properties, including
information regarding foreclosure status, vacancy, property taxes, planned city actions, and other
circumstances. Today in the Gateway Cities, existing efforts have often utilized individual courses
for data work, but effective local intermediaries invest in longer term partnerships. In creating local
data intermediaries, local governments and the Commonwealth can should look to the
recommendations of the Urban Institute and the National Neighborhood Indicators Projectin
creating effective local data intermediaries." 4

Enable Planning Across Regions
Today's planning boundaries may structurally hinder the state's ability to reap the full benefits of
Transformative TOD, and to align planning outcomes. Maximum utilization of the existing
Commuter Rail lines will require connecting residents to jobs, businesses to new locations across
planning boundary regions. The state has demonstrated a willingness to bring cross sector regions
together under its Workforce Skills Blueprint Initiative and should dedicate similar cross sectoral
planning resources to the stakeholders along our Commuter Rail Lines." 5 Smaller, but replicable
examples of rail based planning exist in the efforts of the Fitchburg Line Working Group and the
work on South Coast Rail Planning."'
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Figure 6: MAPC Boundaries vs. Commuter Rail System Extents

MAPC's geographic boundaries (red) mean that both its mission focus to include equity in planning, as well as it's
developed expertise on transit oriented development have no direct impact on planning in the majority of the
Gateway Cities, which are outside of its boundaries.

Source: Elizabeth Haney, QIS. "MassGIS Data Layers."

Across Massachusetts, for under resourced municipalities, in many cases the Regional Planning

Agency is a vital resource for custom planning studies whether that be a Complete Streets Policy or

Station Area TOD Plan. Regional Planning Agencies also can serve as a convening agency across

municipalities, bringing together public officials in capacities beyond just creating a Regional
Comprehensive Economic Development Plan, as happens in cross-municipal meetings convened by

the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission.

The structure of regional planning in Massachusetts handicaps its ability to unlock the potential of

Massachusetts' Commuter Rail Lines. First, Regional Planning Agencies continually get more

requests for planning support than they are able to provide suing existing District Local Technical

Assistance Funds. 3 7
138 Second, in terms of coordinated transit oriented development-regional

boundaries impede the potential for reverse commute planning and the alignment of educational

and workforce resources. Regional Comprehensive Economic Development strategies are centered

on particular regions, as are Workforce Development Plans. Third, because of these regional

boundaries, there is little coordination or learning happening between planning agencies-the only

cross-regional sharing discovered in this research was a Department of Housing and Community

Development (DHCD) spreadsheet around housing, geared more towards administrative
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understanding of the allocation of planning funds, rather than the cross regional learning that might
be possible.3

Housing

Prioritize the preservation of affordability in Gateway City Station Areas
As the state invests in Gateway City station areas, it should anticipate these investments' long-term
success, as well as recognize broader trends where walkable, urban neighborhoods are becoming
more attractive to wealthier residents nationally. Because of the costs of new construction,
preserving existing affordable housing is crucial-it keeps current tenants in place and retains the
possibility for low income tenants to find transit-accessible, secure, affordable housing in the future.
The state should prioritize the preservation of expiring affordable properties in station areas. Luckily
Chapter 40T gives DHC an exclusive opportunity to make or match a purchase offer, which they've
used to great success in collaboration with MassHousing and the Community Economic
Development Assistance Corporation (CEDAC)."°

Devote resources to housing stability issues for Low Income Tenants
This thesis thoroughly documented the prevalence of housing cost burdened, low income renters
who live in market rate housing in the Gateway Cities. Municipalities will need support from the
state in order to support these tenants' housing stability as well as state level attention to the
problems faced by low income market rate renters and the conditions in low income rental
residential submarkets. Groundbreaking research by Matthew Desmond has highlighted the role
that exploitation and landlord profits have played in contributing to poverty, finding that low
income households are forced to make involuntary moves at high rates and often relocate to
worse neighborhoods.141 Additional research has also revealed that, nationally, exploitation of
tenants is higher in poor neighborhoods as well as landlord profits in these neighborhoods,
despite popular discourse to the contrary. Nationwide, landlords operating in poor neighborhoods
enjoy median profits double those of landlords operating in affluent neighborhoods.142 This data
is consistent with the description of the situation reported in Lynn and Lawrence by several
interviewees.143 144 145 As the state considers actions to address this situation, additional research
may confirm Desmond's findings of high landlord profits in poor neighborhoods. The
dramatically high landlord profits in poor neighborhoods leave room for a "just and reasonable
return" on their property, even if they incur additional costs from city legislated tenant
protections, housing regulations and lead abatement enforcement. Desmond's research also
supports prioritizing homeownership in distressed communities, exploring ways to mitigate
landlord risk (with subsidized insurance pools), and grounding voucher policy in an
understanding of landlord business practices, who have been shown to overcharge voucher
holders.
The legislature should explore how to support housing stability for Gateway City renters. The
passage of proposed Right to Counsel legislation could ensure adequate legal representation for
the disproportionate number of Gateway City residents who face eviction. Ultimately this could
also save the state dollars in shelter costs, as happened with pilot program in New York City.1 46

State Aid dollars for code enforcement could force landlords to bring their properties up to code
and abate lead. The state should explore innovative methods for creating homeownership units
for low income renters, and work with cities to see if enabling legislation for innovative housing
tenure conversion policies (Tenant Option to Purchase, Condo Conversion ordinance) would
help them support homeownership in distressed communities.
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Coordinate Neighborhood Stabilization with local schools & social services
The communities that apply for Neighborhood Stabilization fellows, should include schools and
social services organizations that provide financial coaching, housing counseling and tenant support
services as part of the coalition that applies for Neighborhood Stabilization Fellows. Because the
neighborhood stabilization program will be based at MassDevelopment, it is crucial to establish
connections with local organizations that can support housing stability-which may include the
McKinney-Vento coordinator at local schools, staff at local Community Action or community
development organizations or any other resources who can provide housing counseling or financial
coaching for households living in identified "problem properties." Data collection by the
Neighborhood Stabilization fellows can also better inform state level understanding of the
occupancy characteristics of problem properties, as well as identify tipping points in catalyzing
neighborhood change.

Business Development

Funds to enable mixed use development
The state should explore new strategies to support mixed use development in Gateway City station
areas. Though 40R is an effective program for creating higher density housing that includes
affordable housing, it does not provide incentives or support for mixed use projects that could
achieve business development "equity" goals. The state should coordinate, align subsidies and give
priority to mixed use catalytic projects-and explore how state tools like the Transformative
Development Initiative Equity Investments might be made more flexible-one suggested strategy
has been using TDI Equity Investment funding to create retail condominiums within commercial or
HDIP projects, while another is to use equity investments to meet the need for financeable entities
identified by the Capital and Collaboration report.'4 7

Explore the creation of a state coordinating Entity for Main Streets
As the state focuses on the revitalization of Gateway City downtowns, EOHED should explore the
creation of a Main Streets Coordinating Entity at the state level to ensure downtown revitalizations
involve resident input as well as prioritize the stabilization of existing businesses. In many other
states, including Connecticut, there is a state coordinating entity for Main Streets organizations
across the state.'148 This might involve the evolution of the Transformative Development Initiative
operating out of MassDevelopment. This entity could support both business development in
Gateway City TOD areas, but also support similar efforts in historical downtowns in other aging
cities without rail access.

Utilize TOD to develop a more diverse and local developer pool

If Gateway Cities enact mixed use zoning in their downtowns, it represents an opportunity to
cultivate a more diverse pool of developers. The state should continue to provide educational
opportunities for contractors of color to learn more about state subsidies for affordable housing and
mixed-use development, to increase the likelihood that local developers can compete for TOD
projects.
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Workforce Development

Address barriers to training for Limited English station area populations
Because today, 9% of the population in Gateway City station areas and 8% of the population in
transit adjacent areas has Limited English speaking abilities, a Massachusetts specific TOD policy
related to workforce development must include funds for increased language education in station
area communities. This can ensure that today's station area households can access training
opportunities that may only be available in English, as well as adult basic education (ABE).

Implement a TOD workforce development program
If the state commits to Regional Rail as the preferred alternative from its RailVision process, it
should consider how to align workforce development resources in the Gateway City communities
that could become "key stations." Minneapolis-St. Paul offers an example of this type of approach
on one light rail line. In anticipation of the opening of St. Paul's Green Line Light Rail Transit, a
group of local and national funders created the Central Corridor Funders' Collaborative. One of the
working groups-Corridors 2 Careers-focused on connecting unemployed residents to training
services and jobs. The program hired local residents with creditability in station area neighborhoods
to work directly with unemployed residents. The project faced challenges in working with a high
need population-but this equity focus "helped push the workforce development system" to better
meet unemployed people where they were, to deliver more effective services overall. 9

Using funding from the Living Cities' The Integration Initiative and HUD's Sustainable
Communities program, the Central Corridor Funders Collaborative was a cross sector collaborative
to ensure low-income residents, businesses and neighborhoods benefitted from planned transit-
related investments in Greater Minneapolis. The initiative included corridor-wide planning and
investment mechanisms around four goals: effective coordination and collaboration, building a
strong local economy, ensuring access to affordable housing and creating vibrant transit oriented
places.15() 151

Encourage colocation of career centers/community colleges
Essex Community College has been able to create stronger connections between the Merrimack
Valley Career Center, as the operator of one of the MassHire Career Centers in downtown
Lawrence. The state should explore how to replicate this alignment of public resources, and
encourage community colleges to respond to Workforce Investment Boards Request for Proposals
for incentivize these types of aligned programs, and to encourage local higher education entities to
bid for these career center contracts.

Align institutional/state funded capital projects with meeting station area goals
The development of Essex Community College's Lawrence Urban Campus as well as campus
planning decisions at Fitchburg State are examples of where state institutional actors have made
design and planning decisions to activate Gateway City downtowns. As cities like Fitchburg debate
how to use state dollars when discussing Fitchburg Schools, the state should encourage state
institutions and state funded capital projects to locate or remain downtown, rather than allowing
state dollars to fund greenfield development that will increase transportation costs, decrease
sustainable modes of accessibility.
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Appendix

Legally Outlined Planning & Equity Requirements

Table 20: Massachusetts Planning Frameworks and Requirements / Consideration of Equity
Existing Purpose Equity Related
Planning Tool E Requirement

4j a C:
0 -C0 E E . 9

Q_ E~ M W Q
a) 0 0OC _-U)

j__ _ 1__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0j o (9w < < CL

Comprehensive Designed to provide a basis for decision X None
("Master") Plan making regarding the long-term physical

development of the municipality

Urban Renewal To assist communities to revitalize X X Citizen
Plan decadent, substandard or blighted open Participation

areas and to encourage sound growth

Open Space & Open Space and Recreation Plans allow X X X Consideration
Recreation Plan a municipality to maintain and enhance of

all the benefits of open space that Environmental
together make up much of the character Justice
of the community and protect the Communities
"green infrastructure" of the community. Enhanced

Outreach;
Consideration
of Access

HUD Plan The Consolidated Plan is used for HUD X X X Includes
grantees to assess their affordable needs

housing and community development assessment of
needs and market conditions to make housing
data-driven, place-based investment problems,
decisions in dialogue with community. housing cost
(CDBG, HOME, HTF, ESG, HOPWA) burden,

including race
andincome.

Workforce A description of the local board's X X Goals for
Investment strategic vision and goals for preparing youth and
Board Plan an educated and skilled workforce individuals

with barriers
to
employment

Comprehensive A CEDS is a plan for regional economic X Economic
Economic development. A CEDS is meant to build Resilience
Development capacity (through hard and soft
Plan infrastructure) and guide the economic

prosperity and resiliency of a region.
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Existing Purpose Equity Related
Planning Tool E Requirement

4- a 4-' C: (n -

0 -' . -E E -0O

a) 0 0~ 0~f

Regional The regional planning process, an X X Description of
Workforce Skills initiative of the Workforce Skills Cabinet, under-
Planning brings together partners from education, unemployed
Initiative workforce and economic development workers
regional determine and support high priority
blueprint regional career pathways.

Transportation Every year, each MPO region must X
Improvement prepare and update its Transportation
Plans Improvement Program (TIP), a five-year

program of capital investments that
reflects the needs of the regional
transportation system

Community For most capital improvements and X X X X Community
Health Needs other hospital projects that are required Engagement
Assessment/ to go through the Determination of Standards
Community Needs process. This requires hospitals to
Health Planning invest in community based health
Initiative initiatives (Community Health

Improvement Planning).

Housing A Housing Production Plan (HPP details X Strategy for
Production Plan municipal plans to develop/preserve creating and

affordable to meet its affordable housing sustaining
obligations in a manner consistent with 10%
the Chapter 40B statute and regulation affordable

threshold
required for
40B

Transformative TDI Fellows and their districts must Local
Development create a workplan for the fellow Collaborative
Initiative Partnership
Workplan requirement

Station Area & Plans usually recommend changes in
District/ land use & zoning, connectivity/urban
Neighborhood design, sometimes may also include
Plans economic development, neighborhood

change, and public health.
Citywide Vision Articulate a set of values shared by

community, and to develop a shared
vision for the city's future.

Source(s): "General Law - Part I, Title VII, Chapter 41, Section 81D."; Baker and Polito, "Urban Renewal Plan
Preparation Guide."; Willmer and Glenn, "Open Space and Recreation Planner's Workbook."; "Consolidated Plan in
IDIS Desk Guide."; "Chapter 40 B Housing Production Plan." Triest, "Regional Planning Workforce Skills Initiative
Kick-Off." ; "Municipal Project Guide For Road and Bridge Projects."; "Determination of Need Community-Based
Health Initiative Planning Guideline."; "Gateway Cities Transformative Development Initiative Guidelines of the
Massachusetts Development Finance Agency.";
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Additional Equity Indicators

Housing

Table 21: Percent of Renters with Housing Cost Burden
Cost Burden Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn

Not Computed 3% 3% 3% 4%

Less than 30% 40% 42% 48% 42%
30-50% 27% 26% 23% 29%

50%+ 30% 29% 25% 25%

Source: Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
B25074 Household Gross Rent as a Percentage of Household Income.

Table 22: Housing Stock Age

Fitchburg Lawrence Lynn Salem MA

% of Housing Stock Built Before 1940 43% 47% 70% 56% 26%
Source: Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates:
B25034 Year Structure Built.

Table 23: Number of Units in Structures

1 unit 2 units 3-4 units 5-9 units 10-20 20+ Boat/RV/Mobile
units units Home

Fitchburg HalfMile 21% 14% 31% 6% 5% 21% 1%

Mile 39% 21% 21% 8% 3% 7% 1%

Municipality 47% 16% 18% 6% 3% 8% 1%

Lawrence HalfMile 15% 9% 24% 9% 7% 36% 0%

Mile 27% 19% 29% 11% 6% 8% 0%

Municipality 25% 17% 28% 8% 6% 15% 0%

Lynn HalfMile 9% 9% 9% 4% 4% 64% 1%

Mile 20% 20% 22% 9% 11% 18% 0%

Municipality 38% 18% 17% 5% 5% 17% 0%

Salem HalfMile 12% 26% 17% 9% 10% 26% 0%

Mile 24% 20% 28% 11% 5% 12% 0%

Municipality 34% 17% 21% 8% 5% 16% 0%

Source: Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013-7 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates: B2502
Units in Structure.
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Table 24: Evictions in Gateway Cities
TTOD

Location Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn Stations Massachusetts

Station
Eviction Census 3.33% 3.77% 1.43% 3.34%

Rate Tract

Municipality 3.1% 2.39% 1.56% 2.75% 2.31% 1.52%

Eviction Station
Eicin Census 9.85% 9.03% 2.53% 4.84%
FilingTrc

Rate TractRate Municipality 7.62% 4.96% 3.76% 5.72% 5.79% 3.59%

The eviction filing rate in the state of Massachusetts is 3.59% while the eviction rate 1.52%. In 2016, Eviction Lab

noted 904 eviction filings in Lawrence, 575 in Fitchburg and 1,057 in Lynn.

Source: Desmond et al., "Eviction Lab National Database: Version 1.0."

Table 25: Housing Unstable Students & School Churn

Fitchburg Lawrence Salem Lynn TTODGateway Massachusetts
City Districts

Percent 20.3% 21.9% 16.1% 15.1% 16.34% 9.7%

Total 439 249 122 1155

Housing unstable students include students who are homeless, doubled up or in a shelter.

Source: Department of Elementary and Secondary Education data request, 2017-8 McKinney-Vento Homeless
Education Act Data.
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